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Chapter 1
Introduction
X-ray diﬀraction (XRD) is one of the most used techniques in materials
science. The greatest strength comes from the possibility of knowing how
atoms are arranged, if in an ordered or disordered way, in a given material.
With this information, the use of current theoretical knowledge in physics,
chemistry and mathematics, as well as computational resources, allows
investigations and estimates of most physical property. Despite being a
mature technique, which has been growing and used since 1912, XRD is
not yet fully exploited in its full potential. For example, many scientists
still use old approaches, like those based on the Scherrer formula and the
Williamson-Hall method, to characterize a material from the microstruc-
tural point of view. The prevalence of these methods over time stems
from their mathematical simplicity; in spite of coarse simplifications and
underlying hypotheses of limited validity, these simplified methods have
often been deemed appropriate to provide estimates of basic parameters,
like mean crystalline domain size and degree of lattice distortion. More
sophisticated methods though, have been proposed in time. Starting from
the ‘40s of past century, several scientists, among which A.J.C. Wilson and
B.E. Warren, gave significant contributions to methods providing deeper
insights and more reliable information, like particle shape and size distri-
bution, and direction dependent lattice distortion. Even if computational
resources nowadays available can easily implement the methods proposed
by Wilson, Warren and all their epigones, these methods are still rarely
used by material scientists. Their low popularity is mainly due to lim-
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itations in the existing literature, especially concerning textbooks, and
scarcity of software specially devoted to the analysis of powder diﬀraction
patterns for the study of the microstructure, as other do for the structure
(Rietveld analysis) of materials. The present thesis is a contribution to
close this gap between potentiality of slightly used XRD methods and ac-
tual applications, with a contribution dedicated to the study of the static
and dynamic disorder in nanocrystalline materials.
Related to the modern and most complete methods of microstructural
analysis, we present here a clearer fundamental derivation of the expres-
sions underlying the Whole Powder Pattern Modelling (WPPM) approach
[1]. After reviewing the expressions for the scattered intensity in recip-
rocal space in Chapter 2, the fundamental concept of Projected Length
Variation (PLV) is presented in Chapter 3, as a mean for a modern rep-
resentation of the microstrain introduced by Warren. One of the most
powerful methods for simulating diﬀraction patterns, and thus for test-
ing microstrain models, is currently the use of the Debye equation over
relaxed atomic configurations obtained, e.g., by Molecular Dynamics or
other atomistic modelling. To properly link the distorted atomic configu-
ration from which the patterns are computed, with the corresponding one
used by the WPPM approach, the transformation laws of the mean PLVs
are deduced and discussed in detail in the present thesis. As a straightfor-
ward application of the theory exposed in the previous chapter, Chapter 4
considers the static disorder caused by the Surface Relaxation phenomena;
a peak profile model is proposed, based on three parameters with a clear
physical meaning. The model involves peak asymmetry, which for the first
time is modelled by an imaginary component of the Fourier Transform
within the WPPM approach. Following in the path of the Debye equa-
tion use over atomic configuration, in Chapter 5 we present a software
for computing the Thermal (or Temperature) Diﬀuse Scattering (TDS)
in powder patterns, based on Molecular Dynamics trajectories. The soft-
ware discretizes homogeneously the surface of spheres in reciprocal space
to compute the scattered intensity over them, before making the pow-
der diﬀraction average. In this way homogeneity in the density of points
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contributing to the powder intensity is guaranteed, as opposed to other
approaches that compute intensity in a homogeneous three dimensional
grid in reciprocal space. Numerical TDS profiles carrying the dynamic
disorder of nanoparticles are then used to test existing analytical models
of vibrational properties at this scale. Last, in Chapter 6 we consider the
hkl dependence of the squared microstrain, in the form of “invariant” ex-
pressions prosed by Popa [2]. Popa’s expressions are reviewed and, where
necessary, corrected; additional expressions are proposed to deal with al-
ternative crystallographic settings.
Regarding the software implementing modern Line Profile Analysis
methods, in the present thesis we present new macros for TOPAS (a pop-
ular software for the analysis of diﬀraction patterns based on the Rietveld
method) for the construction of peak profiles according to the WPPM
approach. A macro implementing corrected and augmented invariant ex-
pressions of Popa is also presented.
The author hopes this thesis to be a convenient starting point of stud-
ies and further applications of the WPPM approach and the influence of
thermal vibrations in X-ray powder patterns. This is especially evident
in the first part, where basic concepts and needed physical approxima-
tions are illustrated, all reported with a clear mathematical deduction of
all the expressions. The seminal works of B. E. Warren are here revived
and valorized, as good reference readings to future students and scientists
interested in the field of X-ray diﬀraction and its applications.
16
Chapter 2
Scattered intensity in reciprocal space
by a particle
2.1 Scattered intensity in reciprocal space from
a distorted domain with thermal vibra-
tions
The instantaneous scattered intensity at reciprocal space point s, from a
crystallite where atoms occupy instantaneous positionsRl and have atomic
scattering factor fl, is given by [3]:
I(s) = Ie
X
l
flExp[2i s Rl]
X
l0
fl0Exp[ 2i s Rl0 ]; (2.1)
or simply by
I(s) = Ie FF; (2.2)
if we define an instantaneous “particle” structure factor as
F =
X
l
fl Exp[2i s Rl]: (2.3)
Ie is the intensity of classical scattering by a single free electron, or Thom-
son scattering, and carries the dependence on the distance between the
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crystallite and the detector [3] 1. Any intensity in electron units refers to
the same divided by the factor Ie.
Due to thermal vibrations, the instantaneous positions Rl will vary, so
we can express them as the sum of some mean position rl, constant for
each atom, plus a displacement l varying with time, i.e. Rl = rl + l.
What we observe experimentally is the time average of eq. 2.1, which then
reads as [3]:
hI(s)i = IehFFi
= Ie
X
l
X
l0
fle
2i srlfl0e
 2i srl0 hExp[2i s  (l   l0)]i: (2.4)
For a small argument, the mean of the exponential term can be Taylor
expanded around zero and approximated as
hExp[2i s  (l   l0)]i  1 + 2i hs  (l   l0)i   22h[s  (l   l0)]2i
= 1  22h[s  (l   l0)]2i
 Exp

 1
2
h[2s  (l   l0)]2i

= e 2
2h(sl)2ie 2
2h(sl0 )2i(1 + e4
2s2hus^lus^l0 i   1)
 he2i slihe 2i sl0 i+ he2i slihe2i sl0 i(e42s2hus^lus^l0 i   1);
(2.5)
where us^l is the projection of the instantaneous displacement of atom l
over s^, us^l = l  s^. Note that in the last of eqs. 2.5 the second mean
term has been written with negative sign in the exponential part. This
can be done because the approximation that is being used in these equa-
tions is hExp[ix]i  Exp[ (1=2)hx2i], when x has an even and narrow
1Let the incident X-ray beam, or electromagnetic wave, have intensity Io =
c=(8)hE2oi, where Eo is the amplitude (not magnitude or norm) of the electric field
Eo(t). Then Ie = Io(k1 + k2 cos2 2)=R2, where 2 is the scattering angle, R is the
crystallite-detector distance and  = e4=(m2c4) = 7:94 30m2. The term k1+k2 cos2 2
is known as polarization factor in powder diﬀractometry. If a Cartesian coordinate
system C = f^i; j^; k^g is chosen with the XY plane containing the incident beam, the
crystallite and the detector, then k1 = h(EoE^o  k^)2i=hE2oi and k2 = h(EoE^o  j^)2i=hE2oi.
For an unpolarized incident beam (lab diﬀractometer) k1 = k2 = 1=2, whereas for a
synchrotron source (polarized incident beam) k1 = 1 and k2 = 0 are desired.
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distribution around zero. Substituting the result in eqs. 2.5 in eq. 2.4 and
properly including time independent terms inside time average terms we
have
hI(s)i = IehFFi = Ie
X
l
X
l0
hfle2i s(rl+l)ihfl0e 2i s(rl0+l0 )i
+ Ie
X
l
X
l0
hfle2i s(rl+l)ihfl0e 2i s(rl0+l0 )i(e4
2s2hus^lus^l0 i   1)
= IB(s) + ITDS(s);
(2.6)
where we have made the definitions
IB(s) = Ie
X
l
X
l0
hfle2i s(rl+l)ihfl0e 2i s(rl0+l0 )i = IehFihFi (2.7)
ITDS(s) = Ie
X
l
X
l0
hfle2i s(rl+l)ihfl0e 2i s(rl0+l0 )i(e4
2s2hus^lus^l0 i   1):
(2.8)
Introducing the Debye-Waller exponent, Ml =Msl, and the Debye-Waller
factor, Exp[ Ml] as
e Ml  he2i sli  e 22h(sl)2i = e 22s2hu2s^li (2.9)
Ml = 2
2s2hu2s^li; (2.10)
the intensities IB(s) and ITDS(s) can be expressed as [3]
IB(s) = Ie
X
l
X
l0
flhe2i slifl0h e 2i sl0 ie2i s(rl rl0 )
= Ie
X
l
X
l0
fle
 Mlfl0e
 Ml0 e2i s(rl rl0 ) (2.11)
ITDS(s) = Ie
X
l
X
l0
fle
 Mlfl0e
 Ml0 e2i s(rl rl0 )
n
e4
2s2hus^lus^l0 i   1
o
:
(2.12)
Equations 2.11 and 2.12 allow for estimating the relative contribution
of the two intensity functions IB(s) and ITDS(s) to the total intensity I(s),
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at a reciprocal space point s. Whereas IB equally receive the contribution
from all possible values of rl rl0 , ITDS practically receive the contribution
of only smalls jrl rl0 j, which is the minority of the cases [3]. This is due to
the fact that for large jrl rl0 j, hus^lus^l0i ! 0 as the vibrations of the atoms
l and l0 will be uncorrelated, making null the factor Exp[42s2hus^lus^l0i] 1.
Therefore, at those points in reciprocal space where IB reaches its maxima,
ITDS will be order of magnitude lower. IB is known as the Bragg intensity
at s, whereas ITDS as the Temperature or Thermal Diﬀuse Scattering
(TDS) intensity, at the same point [3].
2.2 The Bragg intensity
The Bragg intensity will be concentrated in clouds around reciprocal lattice
points shkl [4, 5]. Thus it is common to express it as a sum of individual
intensity distributions, being each not null only near some shkl:
IB(s) =
X
hkl
Ihkl(s): (2.13)
Let’s suppose the coherent diﬀraction domain has the form of a par-
allepipedon, with N1, N2 and N3 unit cells along each of the vectors a1, a2
and a3 defining the unit cell for it, and a basis D for the direct space. The
Bragg intensity in this case, for a monatomic material, can be expressed
as [3]:
IB(s) = IejF j2e 2M
i=3Y
i=1
sin2Nis  ai
sin2 s  ai
; (2.14)
where F is the structure factor, without temperature correction, referred
to the unit cell defined by the basis D = fa1;a2;a3g:
F =
X
n
f2Exp[2i s  rn]: (2.15)
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Defining Io(s) as
Io(s) 
X
l
X
l0
Exp[2i s  (rl   rl0)]; (2.16)
we have from eq. 2.14 and eq. 2.11 that in a monatomic case
Io(s) =
jF j2
f2
i=3Y
i=1
sin2Nis  ai
sin2 s  ai
: (2.17)
See that the structure factor F and the atomic scattering factor f are also
evaluated at the observation point s in this equation. For large Ni, we can
use the Dirac’s delta to make the approximation
1
Ni
sin2Nix
sin2 x
 (x  nj); (2.18)
where nj is any integer. This is because the left member of this equation
will tend to infinity as x tends to nj , while being normalized in a small
interval around nj . Using this approximation eq. 2.17 can be written as
Io(s) =
jF j2
f2
N1N2N3 (s  a1   n1)(s  a2   n2)(s  a3   n3): (2.19)
Since s  ai = si are nothing more than the components of the scattering
vector s in the basis D reciprocal to D, we can express eq. 2.19 as
Io(s) =
jF j2
f2
N1N2N3(s1   shkl  a1)(s2   shkl  a2)(s3   shkl  a3)
=
jF j2
f2
N1N2N3vb 
(3)(s  shkl);
(2.20)
where shkl is any reciprocal lattice vector, so shkl  ai will be an integer
always, and vb = b1  b2  b3 is the volume of the unit cell of D.
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2.3 The TDS intensity
From eqs. 2.11 and 2.12 the total, experimentally observed, intensity in
reciprocal space for a monatomic material, I(s), is given by [3]:
I(s) = Ief
2e 2M
X
l
X
l0
e2i s(rl rl0 )Exp[42s2hus^lus^l0i]: (2.21)
The average hus^lus^l0i can be computed assuming some theory for the dy-
namics of the crystalline lattice. In the present work we will assume the
Born-von Kármán theory, which correctly describes the thermal vibra-
tion of atoms in crystals [6]. According to this theory, atoms vibrate
due to the superposition of independent plane waves having wavevectors
q = (2=)q^ = 2g and polarization direction e^qj , with j = 1; 2; 3, so
their displacements can be expressed as:
l =
X
gj
agj e^gj cos(!gjt  2 g  rl   'gj): (2.22)
These are also known as a normal vibration modes, qj or gj. The am-
plitude of the waves, agj , and their phase, 'gj , are independent among
them and among diﬀerent waves gj, and vary arbitrarily with time. If
the vibration of the atoms in the particle is described by this theory, the
average in eq. 2.21 can be expanded as:
hus^lus^l0i =
X
gj
X
g0j0
(e^gj  s^)(e^g0j0  s^)
 hagj cos(!gjt  2 g  rl   'gj)ag0j0 cos(!g0j0t  2 g0  rl0   'g0j0)i:
(2.23)
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Because of the independence of the phases 'gj the means in this equation
for gj 6= g0j0 will vanish, so we obtain
hus^lus^l0i =
X
gj
(e^gj  s^)2ha2gjihcos(!gjt  2 g  rl   'gj)
 cos(!gjt  2 g  rl0   'gj)i
=
1
2
X
gj
(e^gj  s^)2ha2gji
hcos[2 g  (rl   rl0)]i
+ hcos[2!gjt  2 g  (rl + rl0)  2'gj ]i
	
=
1
2
X
gj
(e^gj  s^)2ha2gji cos[2 g  (rl   rl0)]:
(2.24)
Defining
Ggj = 2
2s2(e^gj  s^)2ha2gji; (2.25)
we then conclude that
42s2hus^lus^l0i =
X
gj
Ggj cos[2 g  (rl   rl0)]: (2.26)
Also, evaluating this equation for l = l0 and comparing with eq. 2.10 we
obtain that the Debye-Waller exponent in the Born-von Kármán theory
can be expressed as
M =
1
2
X
gj
Ggj : (2.27)
Substituting eq. 2.26 in eq. 2.21 we have
I(s) = Ief
2e 2M
X
l
X
l0
e2i s(rl rl0 )eYl l0 ; (2.28)
with
Yl l0 =
X
gj
Ggj cos[2 g  (rl   rl0)]: (2.29)
Making then a Taylor expansion Yl l0 = 1 + Yl l0 + Y 2l l0=2! + :::Y
n
l l0=n! and
changing to a more common index choice, the total intensity in eq. 2.28
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can be expressed as
I(s) = Ief
2e 2M
X
m
X
n
e2i s(rm rn) +
1X
l=1
ITDSl(s); (2.30)
where
ITDSl(s) = Ief
2e 2M
X
m
X
n
e2i s(rm rn)
Y lmn
l!
: (2.31)
Comparing with eqs. 2.11 and 2.12 we then conclude that the TDS inten-
sity in reciprocal space, ITDS(s), can be seen as the contribution of diﬀer-
ent l-order terms, known as lth-order thermal diﬀuse scattering, ITDSl(s):
ITDS(s) =
1X
l=1
ITDSl(s): (2.32)
In particular, using eqs. 2.16 and 2.29, the first order TDS of a monatomic
material can be expressed in electron units as [3]:
I1(s) = f
2e 2M
X
m
X
n
X
gj
e2i s(rm rn)Ggj cos[2 g  (rm   rn])
=
1
2
f2e 2M
X
gj
Ggj
X
m
X
n
e2i s(rm rn)
n
e2i g(rm rn)
+ e 2i g(rm rn)
o
=
1
2
f2e 2M
X
gj
fIo(s+ g) + Io(s  g)g :
(2.33)
Summarizing, in this work we express the total observed intensity in
reciprocal space as
I(s) = IB(s) + ITDS(s)
= IB(s) +
1X
l=1
ITDSl(s);
(2.34)
where IB(s) is given by the first term in the right member of eq. 2.30,
and ITDSl(s) is given by eq. 2.31, both for a monatomic case. Last but
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not least, note that from eqs. 2.6 and 2.7 we can obtain a very compact
and convenient way for expressing the TDS intensity in reciprocal space,
in electron units [7, 8]:
ITDS(s) = hjFj2i   jhFij2: (2.35)
2.4 The Debye equation for the total intensity
The instantaneous intensity at reciprocal space point s, scattered by a
particle, is given by eq. 2.1, which can be written as
I(s) =
X
m
X
n
fmfnExp[2i s  rmn]; (2.36)
where rmn is the vector separation between atomsm and n, rmn = rm rn.
If we have M identical particles diﬀracting together, for instance, in a
powder sample, the intensity at s will then be given by
I(s) =
MX
i=1
X
m
X
n
fmfnExp[2i s rimn] =
X
m
X
n
fmfn
MX
i=1
Exp[2i s rimn];
(2.37)
where rimn is the rmn vector of the ith particle. For any pair (m;n) the
sum over M in eq. 2.37 will be equal to M times the mean value of the
magnitude we are summing up, so we can write
I(s) =M
X
m
X
n
fmfnhExp[2i s  rimn]ii: (2.38)
If the particles do not have any preferred orientation and there are many
of them (powder sample condition), the mean in this equation can be
approximated by the mean of the function Exp[2i s  rmn], when s is
fixed and rmn takes all orientations relative to it, while having constant
modulus. This is a mathematical trick that will be applied many times
in this work. Orienting s as the z-axis and using a spherical coordinate
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system we therefore write
I(s) =M
X
m
X
n
fmfnhExp[2i s  rimn]ii
M
X
m
X
n
fmfnhExp[2i s rmn cos ]i
=M
X
m
X
n
fmfn
1
4r2mn
Z
0
2Z
0
Exp[2i s rmn cos ] r
2
mn sin  dd:
(2.39)
Solving the integral in eq. 2.39 we obtain
I(s) = I(s) =M
X
m
X
n
fmfn
sin(2 s rmn)
2 s rmn
: (2.40)
Equation 2.40 is the celebrated Debye scattering equation [9, 3]. The factor
M is usually omitted. This equation provides the total intensity at any
point of reciprocal space, when practicing diﬀraction over a powder sample
of identical particles, provided atoms’ position, or pair distances rmn, are
known. Note that it is a function of s  ksk, so it is constant over a
sphere of radius s in reciprocal space. We will call this sphere an s-sphere,
though the terms diﬀraction or reflection sphere are more common in the
literature.
2.5 The powder average
Let’s suppose that we study the diﬀraction of a beam of X-rays having inci-
dent and scattered direction s^o and s^, respectively. The observed scattered
intensity will be that at a point
s =
s^  s^o

; (2.41)
of reciprocal space. Since the intensity in reciprocal space tends to be con-
centrated around reciprocal lattice points shkl, in a single crystal diﬀrac-
tion experiment diﬀraction will occur with appreciable intensity only through
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certain directions s^. Therefore we will observe or measure spots in a diﬀrac-
tion pattern. When we practice diﬀraction over a powder sample, on the
other hand, the whole single crystal reciprocal space intensity map given
by eq. 2.36, Isc(s), will pivot around the reciprocal space origin, due to
the diﬀerent orientations of the M crystallites composing the sample. The
powder sample condition establishes that there are no preferred orienta-
tions for the crystallites in the sample. This implies that the intensity
at point s given by eq. 2.41, will be the sum of Isc at M points homo-
geneously distributed over the surface of a sphere in reciprocal space of
radius s  ksk, i.e. an s-sphere. According to eq. 2.41, the points at a
constant angular position respect to the incident beam direction, s^o, over
the Ewald sphere, have the same ksk. The geometric place of those points
will be the intersection of the Ewald sphere and the s-sphere. We call this
an s-circle. If the powder condition holds, we conclude that the intensity
I(s) scattered through any point of an s-circle is the same. From what has
been said, we can express I(s) as a sum over the reciprocal space points
in the s-sphere, which in turn can be approximated as an integral with a
density function M=(4s2):
I(s) =
MX
i=1
Isc(si)
 M
4s2
ZZ
s sphere
Isc(s) d
2s:
(2.42)
Equation 2.42 is called the powder average. It clearly says that the diﬀracted
intensity at an angle 2, related to s as s = 2 sin =, will be the average
of the intensity over a reciprocal space sphere of radius s, multiplied by
the number of crystallites in the sample. This is a very simple but impor-
tant result, used by all peak profiles models that first compute intensity in
reciprocal space in correspondence with physical phenomena. Note that if
we have the intensity in reciprocal space expressed as the sum of diﬀerent
“types” of intensities, this equation allows for finding the corresponding
contribution to the powder intensity, I(s), of each of them. This is a key
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diﬀerence with the Debye equation, which always gives the total powder
intensity at any s. Therefore, if Isc(s) is the total intensity at s, and all
particles in the powder sample are identical, from eq. 2.40 we have
I(s)  M
4s2
ZZ
s sphere
Isc(s) d
2s M
X
m
X
n
fmfn
sin(2 srmn)
2 srmn
: (2.43)
The equivalence in eq. 2.43 can be deduced from eq. 2.39 exchanging rmn
with s, which would give the same result of the integration:
I(s) =M
X
m
X
n
fmfn
1
4s2
Z
0
2Z
0
Exp[2i s rmn cos ] s
2 sin  dd
=
M
4s2
ZZ
s sphere
X
m
X
n
fmfnExp[2i s  rmn] d2s
=
M
4s2
ZZ
s sphere
Isc(s) d
2s:
(2.44)
Let’s call 
hkl the region in reciprocal space where the Bragg intensity
cloud of reciprocal space point shkl is. Let’s also call 
hkls the intersection
of the s-sphere with 
hkl. Substituting equations 2.34 and 2.13 in eq.
2.42 and omitting the sub-index sc for clarity, we obtain the Bragg-only
intensity at s:
I(s) =
X
hkl
Ihkl(s); (2.45)
with
Ihkl(s) =
M
4s2
ZZ

hkls
Ihkl(s) d
2s: (2.46)
The integration in eq. 2.46 is challenging, unless for the case of a spherical
crystallite, in which Ihkl(s) has spherical symmetry around shkl [10]. A
useful simplification which is acceptable for not too small crystalline do-
mains (not too big 
hkls ) is the tangent plane approximation illustrated in
Figure 2.1 [11, 12]. Let’s call 
hkls s^hkl the intersection with 

hkl of a plane
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b1 b2
b3
diﬀraction sphere
s-sphere

hkl

hkls
shkl
b1 b2
b3 shkl

hkl

hklss^hkl
s
Figure 2.1: The tangent plane approximation. 
hkls is the intersection
between 
hkl and an s-sphere, whereas 
hkls s^hkl is the intersection of 

hkl
with a plane perpendicular to shkl, at distance s from the origin.
perpendicular to s^hkl and at distance s from the origin. If the dimensions
of 
hkl are small compared with the length of shkl, we can approximate
the integration over 
hkls by an integration over 
hkls s^hkl and write eq. 2.46
as
Ihkl(s)  M
4s2
ZZ

hkls s^hkl
Ihkl(s) d
2s: (2.47)
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Chapter 3
The Whole Powder Pattern Modelling
approach
3.1 The projected length variation
A rigorous exposition of the Whole Powder Pattern Modelling (WPPM)
approach is based on the concept of Projected Length Variation (PLV).
Let’s consider a region bounded by the surface 
 in the three dimensional
space, in which a continuous vectorial deformation field u = u(r) is defined.
The projected length variation L = L(r; s^; L) is defined as
L(r; s^; L) =

r+ Ls^+ u(r+ Ls^)  [r+ u(r)]	  s^  L
= [u(r+ Ls^)  u(r)]  s^;
(3.1)
where L is a real number. If the direction (versor) s^ is known from the
context, we can shortly write L(r; L). From the formula and Figure 3.1
we can see that we are referring to the variation of the projection of the
line segment between two points due to u (usually two atomic positions or
unit cell origins in a crystal, as shown later). For a specific line segment
of length jLj inside the particle, if L > 0 the PLV is equal to the variation
of the s^-projected length of the segment, whereas for L < 0 it is equal
to minus that variation. Let’s call 
 Ls^ the surface 
 displaced as  Ls^
1, and 
 Ls^ the surface of the intersection region between 
 and 
 Ls^,
1
 Ls^ is the “ghost” domain as termed in [13].
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Or
r+ Ls^
u(r+ Ls^)
u(r)
Ls^
s^
(a)
O
r
r+ Ls^
u(r+ Ls^)
u(r)
Ls^
s^
(b)
Figure 3.1: Definition of the Projected Length Variation. (a) A case where
L > 0. (b) A case where L < 0.

 Ls^ = 
\
 Ls^. Since both points r and r+Ls^ in eq. 3.1 have to be in

, we conclude that L(r; s^; L) is defined only for r 2 
 Ls^. The mean
and mean square values of the PLV for a given L and s^ are defined as:
hL(r; s^; L)ir2
 Ls^ (3.2)
hL2(r; s^; L)ir2
 Ls^  h

L(r; s^; L)
2ir2
 Ls^ : (3.3)
By omitting the projection direction, as well as r, since by definition it
should be r 2 
 Ls^, eqs. 3.2 and 3.3 can be written shortly as
hL(L)i
 (3.4)
hL2(L)i
: (3.5)
Note that for a fixed projection direction hL( L)i
 =  hL(L)i
 whereas
hL2( L)i
 = hL2(L)i
. The (L;
) pair in eqs. 3.4 and 3.5 means that
the terminal points of the examined line segments of length jLj, are initially
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!a , !c
L

0
!0a , !0c
L0

00
!00a , !00c
L00
umf
g
u0f
0g
u0f!0cg
as-built
mean
mean-relaxed
relaxed
Figure 3.2: Atomic configurations in a general distortion problem. Blue
and red circles represent atoms, and black squares represent unit cells. The
relative atomic positions in the mean and mean-relaxed configurations can
be slightly diﬀerent. See text for details.
(before the deformation) points inside the surface 
. It also emphasizes
that the particular deformation field to be used in the computation of the
average h:::i should be that defined in all points of 
.
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3.2 The transformations of the projected length
variation
In a general nanoparticle distortion problem, provided atoms do not “dis-
appear” 2 we can distinguish among four diﬀerent atomic configurations,
as shown in Figure 3.2:
 The as-built configuration: where atoms occupy positions corre-
sponding to a particle carved from a perfect, infinite structure.
 The mean configuration: a configuration obtained from the as-built
by a simple shrinkage or expansion.
 The mean-relaxed : a configuration obtained from the mean one
through small displacements at the unit cell level.
 The relaxed configuration: the “real” atomic configuration for the
particle, obtained from the as-built or mean configurations through
displacements at the atomic level.
The common scope of structure solution in X-ray diﬀraction experiments
is to determine the unit cell parameters of themean ormean-relaxed config-
uration, as well as characterize the content of the latter (atomic positions,
occupancy factors, electronic distribution ecc.). The microstructural anal-
ysis, being linked to the Line Profile Analysis (LPA), of which the WPPM
approach is part, is concerned about the distortion present in the mean-
relaxed configuration.
Let’s define 
 as the surface delimiting the region in space in which
the as-built configuration is. We will consider a nanoparticle distortion
defined by the deformation field u, such that 
 is transformed into 
00
(see Figure 3.2). In operational form we write this as uf
g = 
00, with u
defined for all points inside 
. In correspondence with the diﬀerent types
of atomic configurations introduced before, we can split the distortion
2As it is the case for planar defects and dislocations, where we talk in terms of
missing planes or half plane in a stacking, respectively, with respect to a reference
perfect crystal.
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caused by u into two successive distortions given, respectively, by two
displacement fields um and u0. The displacement field um will transform
the as-built configuration into the mean one, doing umf
g = 
0. Then u0
will transform the mean configuration into the relaxed one, doing u0f
0g =

00. In one equation we can state this as u0fumf
gg = 
00. Looking at
the atoms (a) and unit cells origins (c) in our piece of matter, they occupy
particular positions !a and !c in 
, which are transformed first to !0a and
!0c positions in 
0 and then to !00a and !00c positions in 
00, respectively.
So we can also write for them u0fumf!agg = !00a and u0fumf!cgg = !00c .
For the cases of interest in this work, the number of atoms or unit cells in
any 
 will be large. Thus, using the notation of eqs. 3.4 and 3.5 we can
assume
hL(L0)i
0  hL(L0)i!0c (3.6)
hL(L)i
  hL(L)i!a ; (3.7)
and the same for the corresponding mean square PLVs. The left members
in eqs. 3.6 and 3.7 can be evaluated through integrals, since the involved
displacement fields are continuous. The right members nevertheless, can
only be evaluated through sums, since they are referred to discrete sets of
points (unit cells origin and atomic positions).
Equations eqs. 3.6 and 3.7 are very important, since they allow for
the construction of peak profiles in the WPPM approach using data from
Molecular Dynamics (MD) atomistic simulations. These simulations can
provide a realistic version of the atomic configuration of a whole nanopar-
ticle, yielding hL(L)i!a and hL2(L)i!a . As shown later, WPPM needs
hL(L0)i!0c and hL2(L0)i!0c . Therefore, if we find the relation between
hL(L0)i
0 and hL(L)i
 (the left members of eqs. 3.6 and 3.7), and
the corresponding mean square magnitudes, we will also have the relations
between the PLVs we can get from MD simulations and the PLVs we need
for the WPPM approach. Below we derive these relations for a material
of cubic symmetry.
According to what has been said, the total displacement field u trans-
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forming 
 into 
00 can be expressed as
u(r) = um(r) + u
0(r+ um(r)): (3.8)
If a is the bulk lattice parameter and a0 is the lattice parameter of the
mean and mean-relaxed configurations, found after the indexing of the
diﬀraction pattern, to be compatible with a simple shrinkage or expansion
of the lattice, um(r) should be given by
um(r) =

a0
a
  1

r =  r; (3.9)
so
u(r) =  r+ u0(r+ um(r)): (3.10)
Writing eq. 3.10 also for argument r + Ls^, subtracting both equations
and taking the scalar product with s^ of both members of the obtained
diﬀerence, we have
u(r+Ls^) u(r)  s^ = L+ u0(r+Ls^+um(r+Ls^)) u0(r+um(r))  s^:
(3.11)
Noting the the diﬀerence in the arguments of u0 in the right member of
this equation is
r+ Ls^+ um(r+ Ls^)  r  um(r) = a
0
a
Ls^; (3.12)
we can apply the definition of the PLV in eq. 3.1 to obtain
L(r; s^; L) = L+L0(r+ um(r); s^;
a0
a
L)
= L+L0(r0; s^; L0);
(3.13)
where we have defined
r0  r+ um(r) (3.14)
L0  a
0
a
L: (3.15)
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We have temporarily marked the PLV in right member of eq. 3.13 with a
prime (’) to remind that it is computed with the displacement field u0, as
opposed to the PLV in the left member, which is to be computed with u.
It can be demonstrated that
umf
 Ls^g = 
0 L0s^; (3.16)
i.e., image r0 will belong to 
0 L0s^ for any preimage r in 


 Ls^, with the
transformation defined by um. Therefore, we can take the mean over
r 2 
 Ls^ of both members in eq. 3.13 to obtain
hL(L0)i
0 = hL(L)i
   L; (3.17)
for any direction s^. Similarly, solving forL0(r0; s^; L0) in eq. 3.13, squaring
both members and taking the same mean, we obtain
hL2(L0)i
0 = hL2(L)i
   2hL(L)i
L  2L2: (3.18)
Equations 3.17 and 3.18 are the relations we were looking for. It is im-
portant to remind that the Ls in the right- and left- members of these
equations are not strictly the same, but are related through the equation
L0 = (+1)L = (a0=a)L. The maximum permitted for both depends upon
the particular direction we are dealing with, but for L the limiting volume
is 
 whereas for L0 it is 
0. Nevertheless, in most practical cases we will
have  1, so we can consider L  L0 and 
  
0.
3.3 Peak profile construction with theWPPM
approach
Let’s suppose we have a powder sample in which atoms inside each coher-
ent diﬀraction domain vibrate due to temperature, around mean positions
slightly diﬀerent from those they would if that domain were just carved
from a perfect bulk structure. We refer to a distorted domain in which
atoms are individually displaced from their bulk positions to new mean
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positions, and there are no “missing” atoms, i.e we exclude the cases of
faulting and dislocations 3. In what follows we will deduce the expres-
sion for the profile of a hkl Bragg peak in such scenario, highlighting the
contributions from the coherent diﬀraction domain size and shape, as well
as the strain, intended as a continuous, slowly varying deformation of a
crystalline structure. We will closely follow previous analytical works by
Warren and by Stokes & Wilson [3, 14, 15], but adding many additional
explanations and adapting the notation to the present thesis.
The Bragg intensity in eq. 2.11 already considers atoms in a particle
(coherent diﬀraction domain) with arbitrary mean positions rl, diﬀerent
from those they would have in an infinite, or perfect, crystalline structure.
If the distortion at the atomic level varies smoothly inside the domain, we
can approximate and “bin” it into distortions at a unit cell level, using a new
unit cell. We mean to substitute the real particle by a fictitious one, where
all unit cells are identical and have small displacements, without rotations,
respect to the points of a lattice formed with their cell parameters. It can
be seen that we are referring to the mean-relaxed atomic configuration,
introduced in section 3.2 and Figure 3.2. Inside the mean-relaxed unit
cell, atoms vibrate due to temperature around some mean positions rp,
relative to the unit cell origin. In this context we can approximate the real
mean position of atom l in eq. 2.11 by its position in the mean-relaxed
configuration as
rl  Rm + rp; (3.19)
where Rm = m1a1 +m2a2 +m3a3 is the position of the displaced unit
cell m. By inserting eq. 3.19 into eq. 2.11 and replacing the sums over ls
by sums over ms and ps we obtain
I(s) = Ie
X
m
X
m0
X
p
X
p0
fpe
 Mpfp0e Mp0 e2i s(Rm Rm0 )e2i srpe 2i srp0
= IeF
2
X
m
X
m0
e2i s(Rm Rm0 );
(3.20)
3For a rigorous treatment in the case of faulting see [4].
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where
F = FT (s) =
X
p
fpe
 Mpe2i srp (3.21)
is the average unit cell temperature-corrected structure factor, evaluated
at s. Calling rm the position of the cell m in the mean configuration, and
u0(rm) its displacement, we have that Rm = rm + u0(rm). Equation 3.20
can then be written as
I(s) = IeF
2
X
m
X
m0
Exp[2i s  (rm   rm0)] Exp[2i s  (u0(rm)  u0(rm0))]:
(3.22)
Note that since vectors rm   rm0 will not be parallel to s in general, we
can not substitute in eq. 3.22 a PLV, as defined in eq. 3.1.
Let’s define the separation vectors r = rm rm0 . Since they are vectors
between unit cell origins, they will have integer components in the direct
space basis D = fa1;a2;a3g used for the mean configuration. Therefore,
they will belong to the lattice LD = fr = ua1 + va2 + wa3 ju; v; w 2 Zg.
Let’s also define
(rm0 ; r) = (rm0 ; rm   rm0) = u0(rm)  u0(rm0): (3.23)
Using these magnitudes, and recalling the surface, 
0, and unit cell origins,
!0c, of the mean configuration (see Figure 3.2), we can transform eq. 3.22
as:
I(s) = IeF
2
X
r2LD
Exp[2i s  r]
X
rm02!0c; r
Exp[2i s  (rm0 ; r)]; (3.24)
where !0c; r = 
0 r \ !0c, i.e. it is the subset of unit cell origins !0c which
is inside 
0 and its ghost 
0 r. The number of vectors rm0 2 !0c; r will
be equal to the number of unit cells inside 
0 r. Since the condition for a
cell to have a neighbor cell at r relative to it is to be inside 
0 r, we have
that the number of these rm0 vectors is also equal to the number of cell
pairs separated a distance r in the mean configuration, N(r). Calling va
the volume of the unit cell in LD, va = a1  a2  a3, and v
0 r the volume
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of 
0 r, N(r) is given by:
N(r) =
v

0
 r
va
= Nuc
v

0
 r
Nucva
= Nuc CVD(r); (3.25)
where CVD(r) is the Common Volume Function for the particle when using
basis D [13, 16, 4], and Nuc is the number of unit cells it contains (cells
in LD having structure factor F ). Using this quantity and labeling for the
sake of clarity rm0 as ro, eq. 3.24 can be written as
I(s) = IeF
2Nuc
X
r2LD
CVD(r)hExp[2i s  (ro; r)]iro Exp[2i s  r]; (3.26)
with
(ro; r) = u
0(ro + r)  u0(ro): (3.27)
In words, for a given separation distance between cells, r, we consider the
mean of the phase factor containing the relative inter-cells displacement
(ro; r) [13, 3]. In eq. 3.26 we have also omitted the domain covered by
ro when doing the average, keeping in mind that it is !0c; r.
We are interested in the intensity around the reciprocal space point
shkl. If the spreading of such intensity is small compared with the length
of shkl we can approximate s by shkl in the dot product s  (ro; r) [14].
Besides, expressing the observation point s through its position sr relative
to shkl, s = shkl + sr we have that r  s = r  shkl + r  sr = n + r  sr,
where n is an integer number since r 2 LD and shkl 2 LD . With these
transformations we can write eq. 3.26 as
Ihkl(s) = IeF
2Nuc
X
r2LD
CVD(r)hExp[2i shkl  (ro; r)]iro Exp[2i sr  r];
(3.28)
where we have labeled the left member as Ihkl(s) since now the intensity
is referred to a position sr, relative to a specific reciprocal lattice point
shkl. The number of points r 2 LD inside the particle volume over which
we are making the sum in eq. 3.28 is large, since the unit cell volume va
is much smaller than the particle volume. Therefore we can approximate
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the sum with an integration over the direct space SD = fr = xa1 +
ya2 + za3 jx; y; z 2 Rg, with a number of points per unit volume given by
(1=va)d
3r:
Ihkl(s) =
IeF
2Nuc
va
ZZZ
r2SD
CVD(r)hExp[2i shkl(ro; r)]iro Exp[2i srr]d3r:
(3.29)
In this equation ro spans v
0 r though. See that the Common Volume
Function will be zero for vectors r of length longer than the longest line
segment fully contained in the particle volume, so the integral will be finite
even if the integration limits are infinite.
Let’s now demonstrate the invariance of eq. 3.29 against rotations of
the direct and reciprocal space bases. Let’s say basis D changes to D0
through matrix , and D changes to D0, correspondingly through  T
[17]. The new function I 0hkl, giving the reciprocal space intensity distribu-
tion in D0, can be found from the function Ihkl specified in eq. 3.29 as
I 0hkl([s]D0) = Ihkl(
T [s]D0). Expressing all vectors by their components
in the corresponding bases D and D, eq. 3.29 gives
Ihkl([s]D) =
IeF
2Nuc
va
ZZZ
r2SD
CVD([r]D)
 hExp2i [shkl]TD [(ro; r)]D	iro Exp2i [sr]TD [r]D	d3r;
(3.30)
where [(ro; r)]D is defined through the function u0 = u0([r]D) as
[(ro; r)]D = [u
0(ro + r)]D   [u0(ro)]D
= u0([ro]D + [r]D)  u0([ro]D):
(3.31)
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Since s = shkl + sr, from eq. 3.30 we have that
I 0hkl([s]D0) = Ihkl(
T [s]D0)
=
IeF
2Nuc
va
ZZZ
r2SD
CVD([r]D)hExp

2i [shkl]
T
D0[(ro; r)]D
	iro
 Exp2i [sr]TD0[r]D	 d3r
=
IeF
2Nuc
va
ZZZ
r2SD
CVD0([r]D0)hExp

2i [shkl]
T
D0 [(ro; r)]D0
	iro
 Exp2i [sr]TD0 [r]D0	d3r;
(3.32)
where [(ro; r)]D0 is defined through the image v0 of function u0 under :
[(ro; r)]D = u
0([ro]D + [r]D)  u0([ro]D)
= v0([ro]D0 + [r]D0)  v0([ro]D0)
= [v0(ro + r)]D0   [v0(ro)]D0
= [(ro; r)]D0 :
(3.33)
Note that in order to use the Common Volume Function evaluated at [r]D0
we changed it to its form in basis D0. All integrand terms in the last of
eqs. 3.32 are function of the transformed vector components of r and ro.
Therefore, since the infinitesimal volume element also stays the same with
our transformation, instead of doing the integral over SD we can do it over
SD0 . Calling r0 and s0 the vectors in the new direct and corresponding
reciprocal space, we can write then
I 0hkl(s
0) =
IeF
2Nuc
va
ZZZ
r02SD0
CVD0(r0)hExp f2i s0hkl  (r0o; r0)gir0o
 Exp f2i s0r  r0gd3r0;
(3.34)
which has exactly the same form as equation 3.29. This allows us to use
that equation for any choice of direct and reciprocal space bases, D andD,
obtained through an arbitrary rotation from the bases where the structure
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b1
b2
b3
a3
s
shkl
ss^hkl

ss^hkl


sr
Figure 3.3: The reciprocal basis D = fb1;b2;b3g convenient to find
the peak profile expression with the Whole Powder Pattern Modelling
approach. Vectors b1 and b2 are perpendicular to shkl, which makes the
direct space basis vector a3 parallel to shkl. In this particular case s does
not refer to the norm of s, but to the distance of the plane section of 

perpendicular to shkl, 
s s^hkl , to the origin.
factor F is specified.
For the analytical work that follows it is convenient to use a reciprocal
basis D = fb1;b2;b3g where vectors b1 and b2 are perpendicular to
shkl, as shown in Figure 3.3 [14]. Note that this makes a3 parallel to shkl.
This basis need not be orthorhombic, which in fact is not possible for any
shkl in materials of low symmetry [14]. Using such direct and reciprocal
bases, the substitution of eq. 3.29 in eq. 2.47 gives (we will use the tangent
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plane approximation):
Ihkl(s) =
M
4s2
IeF
2Nuc
va
ZZ

hkls s^hkl
d2s
ZZZ
r2SD
CVD(r)hExp[2i shkl  (ro; r)]iro
 Exp[2i sr  r]d3r
=
M
4s2
IeF
2Nuc
va
ZZZ
r2SD
CVD(r)hExp[2i shkl  (ro; r)]iro

 ZZ

hkls s^hkl
d2sExp[2i sr  r]

d3r:
(3.35)
Note that the structure factor F has been considered constant and taken
out of the integral over 
hkls s^hkl in eq. 3.35. This is an approximation
meaning that we are evaluating it at s = s s^hkl. Using the area element
d2s = kdsr1b1  dsr2b2k = dsr1dsr2kb1  b2k
= dsr1dsr2
vb
b3  s^hkl =
dsr1dsr2
va(b3  s^hkl)
=
a3dsr1dsr2
va(b3  a3s^hkl) =
a3dsr1dsr2
va(b3  a3)
=
a3
va
dsr1dsr2 ;
(3.36)
the integral in s can be solved as
ZZ

hkls s^hkl
d2sExp[2i sr  r] = a3
va
wZ
 w
wZ
 w
Exp[2i sr1x] Exp[2i sr2y]
 Exp[2i sr3z] dsr1dsr2
=
a3
va
sin 2!x
x
sin 2!y
y
Exp[2i sr3z];
(3.37)
where the symmetric interval [ !; !] is big enough to cover all the area

hkls s^hkl . The sin 2!x=x functions in eq. 3.37 are normalized in ( 1;1).
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Besides, they will decrease rapidly for values of x and y far from zero, while
the rest of the r-dependent terms in eq. 3.35 vary smoothly. Therefore,
upon substitution of eq. 3.37 in eq. 3.35 we can substitute them by Diracs’
delta (x  0) and (y   0). Using a direct space volume element
d3r = a1dx  a2dy  a3dz
= (a1  a2  a3) dxdydz
= va dxdydz;
(3.38)
we thus obtain from 3.35
Ihkl(s) =
Ma3
4s2
IeF
2Nuc
va
1Z
 1
Exp[2i sr3z]dz
1Z
 1
1Z
 1
CVD(r)hExp[2i shkl  (ro; r)]iro(x  0)(y   0)dxdy
=
Ma3
4s2
IeF
2Nuc
va
1Z
 1
Exp[2i sr3z]CVD(za3)
 hExp[2i shkl  (ro; za3)]irodz:
(3.39)
Since in the basis we are using a3 is parallel to shkl, the exponent in the
average term of eq. 3.39 can now be substituted by a PLV. Defining
L = za3 (3.40)
we have
shkl  (ro; za3) = shkls^hkl  [v0(ro + za3)  v0(ro)]
= shklL(ro; s^hkl; za3)
= shklL(ro; s^hkl; L):
(3.41)
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Also, from Figure 3.3 we can see that
s  shkl = sr3b3  s^hkl =
sr3b3  a3s^hkl
a3
=
sr3b3  a3
a3
=
sr3
a3
: (3.42)
Substituting eqs. 3.40, 3.41 and 3.42 in eq. 3.39 we obtain
Ihkl(s) =
M
4s2
IeF
2Nuc
va
1Z
 1
CVD(Ls^hkl) hExp[2i shklL(ro; s^hkl; L)]iro
 Exp[2i (s  shkl)L]dL:
(3.43)
Omitting the projection direction s^hkl for clarity and adopting the conven-
tions for the mean PLVs in eqs. 3.4 and 3.5, this expression can be written
shortly as
Ihkl(s) =
M
4s2
IeF
2Nuc
va
1Z
 1
CV(L) hExp[2i shklL(L)]i
0
 Exp[2i (s  shkl)L] dL;
(3.44)
where 
0 is the surface delimiting the mean configuration (see Figure 3.2).
Equation 3.44 gives the profile in reciprocal space s = 2 sin = of one
of the hkl components of a Bragg peak profile. The total profile is then
given by eq. 2.45. It is implicitly assumed that there are M identical
crystallites in the sample, each with Nuc unit cells. Note that if particles
are not spherical the Common Volume Function will be diﬀerent for each
profile component. When they have spherical shape on the other hand,
the Common Volume Function will be the same and the total profile will
be given by eq. 3.44 multiplied by the multiplicity factor of the reflection,
p(hkl). Equation 3.44 shows that the hkl profile will have center (but not
necessarily maximum, see below) at shkl = 2 sin hkl=. We can redefine
the variable s as the previous s   shkl and express a profile in reciprocal
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space centered at s = 0, ihkl(s), as
ihkl(s) = K(shkl + s)
1Z
 1
AShkl(L)A
D
hkl(L) Exp[2i sL] dL; (3.45)
where,
K(shkl + s) =
M
4(shkl + s)2
IeF
2Nuc
va
AShkl(L) = CV (L)
ADhkl(L) = hExp[2i shklL(L)]i
0 :
(3.46)
Note that the term IeF 2 is meant to be evaluated at shkl + s too. Equa-
tion 3.45 is the fundamental expression with regard to the Whole Powder
Pattern Modelling (WPPM) approach [1] (see also [3], p. 268, and [13],
p. 41), when dealing with a mono-disperse powder samples in which the
lattice distortion can be described by some smooth displacement field. It
is also a general equation in powder diﬀraction, and shows how the zero-
centered profile in reciprocal space can be found as the Fourier Transform
(FT) of a function embodying the particle’s size eﬀect, AShkl(L), and dis-
tortion eﬀect, ADhkl(L). As such, neglecting the factor K, the peak ihkl(s)
will be normalized (unitary area), since AShkl(0)A
D
hkl(0) = 1. Expanding
the distortion term as
ADhkl(L) = hcos(2 shklL(L))i
0 + i hsin(2 shklL(L))i
0
=MDhkl(L) + iN
D
hkl(L);
(3.47)
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eq. 3.45 expands as
ihkl(s) = K(shkl + s)
( 1Z
 1
AShkl(L)M
D
hkl(L) cos(2sL)dL
+ i
1Z
 1
AShkl(L)M
D
hkl(L) sin(2sL)dL
+ i
1Z
 1
AShkl(L)N
D
hkl(L) cos(2sL)dL
 
1Z
 1
AShkl(L)N
D
hkl(L) sin(2sL)dL
)
:
(3.48)
Since for a fixed pair of points inside the particle the PLV is an odd function
of L, as seen in section 3.1, from eq. 3.47 the real part of the distortion FT
term, MDhkl(L), will be an even function of L, whereas the imaginary part
NDhkl(L) will be an odd function. The size term A
S
hkl(L) is an even function
of L. This means that the integrals in eq. 3.48 having the imaginary unit
i as factor will be null, since their integrands will be odd functions. The
other two integrands will be even functions. Therefore, we can rewrite
equation 3.48 as
ihkl(s) = i
R
hkl(s) + i
I
hkl(s); (3.49)
where
iRhkl(s) = 2K(shkl + s)
1Z
0
AShkl(L)M
D
hkl(L) cos(2sL)dL
iIhkl(s) =  2K(shkl + s)
1Z
0
AShkl(L)N
D
hkl(L) sin(2sL)dL:
(3.50)
iRhkl(s) and i
I
hkl(s) are called, respectively, the real and imaginary profile
components of ihkl(s). In practice, for a monodisperse sample, the integra-
tion will always be done up to a limit Lmax = Lmax(h; k; l), since beyond
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that the size term AShkl(L) will be null. The real profile will always be an
even function of s with maximum at 0, whereas the imaginary component
will be odd. Thus, when the imaginary profile is not zero, the resulting
profile will have maximum shifted from zero and will be neither an even
nor an odd function. This will naturally result in an asymmetric peak
profile in reciprocal space carrying the size and strain eﬀects 4.
When lattice distortion or strains are small (2shklL(L) small for
any L) the real and imaginary distortion FT components can be Taylor
expanded as
MDhkl(L) = hcos(2 shklL(L))i
0  1  22s2hklhL2(L)i
0
 Exp[ 22s2hklhL2(L)i
0 ]
NDhkl(L) = hsin(2 shklL(L))i
0  2shklhL(L)i
0 :
(3.51)
With this approximation, all what we need to know in order to build a
peak profile with the WPPM approach, are the mean and mean square
PLVs in 
0.
4Note that a symmetric peak profile in reciprocal space will always be asymmetric
in 2 or direct space, because of the non linearity of the transformation s = 2 sin =.
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Chapter 4
Diﬀraction peak profiles of surface
relaxed spherical nanocrystals
    This chapter has been adapted from [18].
The surface structure of crystals is characterized by an atomic environ-
ment diﬀerent from the bulk, influencing chemical bonds on the surface
and several atomic layers underneath. A modified atomic rearrangement
is responsible for static and dynamic disorder, if not for the formation of
specific surface structures, diﬀerent from the corresponding bulk structure.
This phenomenon is well known in surface sciences, where it has been ex-
tensively studied under the general terms of surface relaxation and surface
reconstruction [19, 20].
The eﬀect most frequently reported for nanoparticle systems is a change
in bond distances, related to a surface atomic coordination lower than in
the bulk. When observed by X-ray Powder Diﬀraction (XRPD) the main
eﬀect is a displacement of Bragg peaks, most often described in terms of
change in average unit cell parameter [21, 22]. This is just part of the eﬀect,
since the lattice distortion created by the surface is not homogeneous, being
larger on the surface region and decaying toward the inside, and thus yields
a peak broadening in addition to peak displacement.
The eﬀects on peak profiles of the Surface Relaxation (SR) phenomenon,
as it will be referred to hereafter, has been considered by several authors.
The concept of “apparent lattice parameter” was introduced in [23] to link
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its plots against the diﬀraction vector modulus with specific distortion
states of a particle due to the surface. Rather basic and simplified models
were proposed by Nunes & Lin [24] and by Ishikawa & Uemori [25] as well,
so to provide closed expressions for the powder diﬀraction peak profiles;
the lattice distortion eﬀect of SR was represented as an exponential dis-
placement of parallel atomic planes near the particle surface. Displacement
of single atoms has been recently considered [26, 27, 28], although none of
the cited papers present analytical expressions for the peak profiles. The
first attempt to model XRPD peak profiles in reciprocal space according
to a WPPM approach was reported in [29], but these authors too used a
simplified model based on planar displacements, taking no account of the
anisotropy of the elastic medium.
In the present chapter we propose a consistent model for the SR eﬀect
on XRPD peak profiles which can be used directly within a WPPM ap-
proach presented in Chapter 3. Since there is no general rule on how an
arbitrary nanoparticle distorts because of the SR eﬀect, we deliberately
opted for a simple but flexible model able to account, at least approxi-
mately, for a large variety of cases, mostly considering metals or simple
inorganic systems. Closed analytical expressions are obtained and peak
profiles are computed by the Fourier Transform approach of WPPM. The
expressions will depend only on three parameters, each one with a clear
physical meaning, characterizing the SR as one more type of crystalline de-
fect, according to the perturbative approach of WPPM. In order to obtain
a proof of concept we confine attention to nanoparticles of cubic symme-
try and monodisperse spherical shape, but the approach, however, can be
extended to lower symmetries and diﬀerent shapes.
4.1 Lattice distortion of nanoparticles due to
Surface Relaxation
Surface relaxation may cause quite diﬀerent, even opposite eﬀects, like con-
traction or expansion of nanoparticles [22, 30], depending on the specific
material considered. Even if these eﬀects have been studied in nanocrys-
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talline powders as well as in thin films, here we confine attention to the
former case only. Early experiments on fcc metal nanoparticles point out a
contraction when the size decreases. This was observed in Au [22], Ag [31],
Pt [32] and Al [33], but in Cu, with clean as well as oxidized surface, no
appreciable variation of lattice parameter was found [32, 34]. More recent
studies reveal a small decrease in the cell parameter of Cu with crystallite
size in the range 20-200 nm [35]. On the contrary Ni tends to expand
[36, 37, 38]. Average contraction with decreasing size was also found in
bcc metals, like Fe [39] and W [40], and in non-cubic metals like Sn and
Bi below 35 nm of particle size [41]; the latter case was explained as a
vacancy eﬀect, although this interpretation is not shared by all authors
[42, 43, 44].
While most metal nanoparticles tend to shrink with decreasing size, the
opposite is true for several ceramics. TiO2 anatase expands when particle
size decreases from 33 to 4 nm [45]; similar observations are reported
for cubic CeO2 obtained by diﬀerent preparations [29, 46, 47], while a
significant expansion was observed for BaTiO3 [48], and other perovskites
(e.g., SrTiO3 [49] and PbTiO3 [50], which shows expansion dependent
on decreasing particle size in the paraelectric cubic polymorph). Surface
eﬀect was studied in MgO powders [51]: while samples prepared in vacuum
showed lattice contraction for decreasing particle size, those prepared in air
expanded. Surface stress and adsorbed water were considered to explain
this behavior [52]. Also iron (III) oxide expands in both its main ( and
) phases: explanations provided in [53] point out an expansion driven
by surface eﬀects. Finally, two non-cubic binary oxides, ZnO [54, 55, 56]
and SnO2 [57, 58], also show lattice expansion in small-sized particles,
with diﬀerent trends for the variation of the unit cell parameters in the
tetragonal structure.
Literature on the size-dependent structure of materials is abundant,
more examples (also including non-oxide materials) could can be found
in [59, 60, 61, 40]. The examples mentioned above on several metals and
oxides are, nevertheless, enough to illustrate the variability of SR eﬀects,
including contingent conditions, like whether nanoparticles are free, or
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embedded in a matrix or held on some support (e.g., see the complex
cases of silver [31, 62, 34, 63] and anatase [64, 45]). It is therefore diﬃcult
to predict whether single-crystal nanoparticles expand or contract when
size decreases, as well as the extent of the eﬀect. The model we propose
in this chapter describes SR in general terms, without relying on specific
details which are expected to be diﬀerent from one type of material or
experiment to another; single atom displacements are mainly driven by
the sub-coordination, so the model better applies to metals, but it can
also be used empirically for ceramics.
A further element of importance is nanoparticle shape. It is once again
diﬃcult to make a general model, valid for any shape, so we consider a
spherical shape, which at the same time is (i) suﬃciently simple to yield
analytical expressions of the SR eﬀect including also elastic anisotropy,
but also (ii) a reasonable approximation to many real cases. But we
would like to point out that monodisperse, single-crystal and spherical
shape nanoparticles can be really produced. Most often nanoparticles
have well defined polygonal shape, possibly distorted and with rounded
corners [65, 66, 67, 68, 69, 70, 71, 72], but silver [73, 74] and gold [75]
nanospheres have been produced, with sizes below 40 nm and around 80
nm, and in the size range 15-30 nm, respectively. Recently, gold spher-
ical single-crystals have also been obtained below 10 nm with a narrow
size distribution using a seed-mediated method [76]. Further examples of
metal nanospheres are found for the FePt alloy [77, 78, 79], where spherical
shape and monodispersity during annealing treatments can be preserved
by high melting-point ceramic coatings (SiO2 or MgO) or by grinding
with a large excess of NaCl [80, 81, 82, 83]. Highly monodisperse single-
crystal nanoparticles of fct FePt phase are obtained, usually in the 3-10 nm
range and with rounded sphere-like shape, after the salt coating is removed
[83, 84]. Single-crystal spherical nanoparticles have also been obtained for
perovskites structures and simple oxides, like barium titanate [85], TiO2
brookite [86] and Mn3O4 [87].
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4.2 A displacement field due to the Surface
Relaxation phenomenon
As concluded in Chapter 3, all what we need to know in order to build
a peak profile with the WPPM approach, are the mean and mean square
of the Projected Length Variation, as defined in section 3.1. In turn,
these two magnitudes depend on the particular displacement field u(r)
describing the distortion of the particle. Taking the Surface Relaxation
as the only defect creating the distortion of the crystal structure, we now
propose a model for the displacement caused by it in an arbitrary point
inside the crystallite.
The displacements of atoms near the surface can be quite complex as
it was commented before. There is no a general rule that tell us how much
a given atom in a terrace or kink will displace and in which direction [88].
Nevertheless some evidences from experiments and simulations already
exist, and they agree in that the amount of this displacement will be
proportional to how much sub-coordinated the atom is, i.e. to how much
the coordination of the atom decreased respect to one fully coordinated.
So this will be one contribution to the displacement of the atoms due to
the presence of the surface. We will call it the coordination contribution.
Simulations by Molecular Dynamics have further shown that the dis-
tortion due to the surface is not only confined to regions near it, but
actually extends into the core of nanoparticles [89]. In the present work
we will model this second contribution considering the nanoparticle as an
elastically anisotropic body that deforms according to the laws of linear
elasticity [90]. We will call this one the elastic contribution.
To keep things simple while still being near to some real experimen-
tal cases as mentioned before, we will develop a model for single crystal
nanoparticles with spherical shape and monodisperse size distribution (all
identical spherical particles). Secondly, we will consider that the atomic
displacements are always in radial sense. Molecular Dynamics simulations
on metal nanoparticles have shown that while for morphologies far from
spheres, like cubes, this assumption is clearly false, for spherical shape it
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.1: Atomic displacements due to the Surface Relaxation phe-
nomenon. (a) Mean projected displacement along -upper part- and per-
pendicular -lower part- to some hkl directions, as function of the radial
position. Plot for a free standing Cu spherical particle [89]. (b) Atomic
displacements projected in the 100 plane for a Ag spherical particle of
5 nm diameter. The predominant blue color of the arrows demonstrate
the radial sense of the displacements. The positive oﬀ-plane tilt angle is
toward the reader (figure built with unpublised data from [28]).
is a good approximation (see Figure 4.1).
The idea of considering the displacement field due to the presence of
the surface in terms of “coordination” and “elastic” contributions is not
new, as it was already proposed in [28]. In what follows nevertheless,
we will consider each contribution separately, providing specific physical
justifications in each case. Besides, these contributions will not determine
directly the final position of the atoms due to the lattice relaxation, but
their displacements from a perfect lattice position. This choice agrees
better with the nature of the contributions we are considering for the
atomic displacement, as it will be shown later. Last, for the case of the
elastic contribution we propose a more physically meaningful expression
than what was proposed in [28].
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4.3 The coordination contribution
Suppose that an atom in some structure (molecule or crystal) is bonded
to other n of the same nature. Reviewing the available data about solid
materials with metallic and covalent bonds, in 1947 Pauiling observed that
the bond radius (half of the inter-atomic distance) of that atom and that
of one bonded with only one, can be related with the equation [91]:
R(n) R(1) =  0:353 log10 n Å: (4.1)
Writing down this expression for the possible maximum coordination N in
a crystalline structure and subtracting both of these equations we get
R(n) R(N) = 0:353 log10
N
n
Å: (4.2)
If we consider now one sub-coordinated atom in the surface bonded to
other n, most of them fully coordinated (i.e. other atoms “not in the
surface”), the right member of this equation would give approximately
the displacement of that atom in surface. This is because we can think
about atoms fully coordinated as less free to move, compared to those sub-
coordinated. The right member of eq. 4.2 says that the displacement of an
atom due to the sub-coordination eﬀect is proportional to the logarithm of
the ratio between the maximum coordination it can have, N , and its real
coordination in the crystalline structure, n. The value of n will be between
a maximum N for fully coordinated atoms in the bulk, and a minimum for
some surface atoms. In between values of n can be reasonably assigned to
atoms placed in a spherical layer of thickness ro, near the surface of the
reference spherical nanoparticle of radius R (see Figure 4.2a). We will call
it the sub-coordination layer. Inside this layer, n will decrease when we
approach the surface. Making an average over all possible directions we
can consider n as a continuous function n(r), going from a maximum of
N , for r = R   ro, to a minimum of M , for r = R, equal to the average
coordination of surface atoms. Correspondingly, the logarithm factor in
equation 4.2 will go from zero to a maximum of log10N=M in the same
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 4.2: Sub-coordination component of the displacement field. (a)
Cross section of the sphere representing a particle with a sub-coordination
layer of thickness ro near the surface. (b) Average behavior of the co-
ordination n as function of the radial position r. (c) Average behav-
ior of log10N=n considering the coordination n as a continuous function
n(r). The equation of the line segment between the points P and Q is
log10(N=M) (r=ro   (R  ro)=ro). See text for more details.
region, giving displacements for all atoms in there and not only for those
on the particle surface (sphere surface). This is illustrated in Figure 4.2b
and 4.2c. Based on the fact that in general ro  R, we will consider
the behavior of this logarithm term simply linear in the sub-coordination
layer, as shown in Figure 4.2c. In this way we obtain a radial displacement
component due to the sub-coordination eﬀect, uc(r), which will aﬀect only
atoms in a thin layer of thickness ro near the surface:
uc(r) =
8<:0:353 log10 NM ( 1ro r   R roro ) r^; for R  ro 6 r 6 R0; for 0 6 r < R  ro: (4.3)
In this equation it can be seen that the factor 0:353 log10(N=M) will
give the average maximum radial displacement possible, which will corre-
spond to atoms in the surface with r = R. In order to gain some flexibility
in the model we will now let this maximum displacement to be a free
signed parameter . The same will be done for the sub-coordination layer
thickness ro > 0. They will be parameters to be found from the modelling
of the experimental diﬀraction pattern, in the framework of the WPPM
approach. Note that the sign of  will determine whether the lattice near
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the surface expands ( > 0) or contracts ( < 0), taking into account
the behavior of diﬀerent materials as pointed out before. In this way we
propose for the sub-coordination component of the displacement field due
to the Surface Relaxation phenomenon:
u c(r) =  fR;ro(r) r^; (4.4)
where
fR;ro(r) =
8<: 1ro r   R roro ; for R  ro 6 r 6 R0; for 0 6 r < R  ro: (4.5)
Although we have made a deduction of this expression following a partic-
ular initial idea (that of Pauling [91]) it can be considered as a simplified
and general way to describe the lattice distortion near the surface of a
nanocrystal. What this equation says is that, due to the truncation of the
crystalline structure and thus the sub-coordination of some atoms, there
will be a distortion of the lattice which will take its maximum expression
in the surface and will extend some distance toward the core. Even if here
we have proposed a specific behavior of this distortion, namely a radial dis-
placement of a magnitude that varies linearly, the approach qualitatively
agrees with previous ones. For instance, in [23] a core and a surface region
with finite thickness were considered as well. The distortion of the lattice
was described nevertheless by means of a constant lattice parameter in the
core and a radially varying one in the surface region, instead of a contin-
uous displacement field as in this work. Experimentally, it was observed
in [92] that lattice distortion in TiO2 nanoparticles were mainly located
in the surface. From a theoretically point of view and taking as exam-
ple this same semiconductor, in [30] the concepts of surface-, near surface-
and bulk-regions, were proposed to diﬀerentiate among lattice regions with
diﬀerent degree of distortion due to the surface. There the surface region
was defined as that where atoms have a modified coordination geometry,
which can be understood as modified distance and bond angles with first
neighbors. This eﬀect clearly extends some distance into the core of the
particle and is not only confined to atoms exactly on the surface (those
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who lose some bonds when the surface is created). Here we have taken this
into account through the proposed atomic coordination variation with the
distance, n(r). Although the coordination number as a concept does not
varies continuously as we proposed, the underlying idea, which is surface
lattice distortion that gradually extend some distance into the particle’s
core, is the same.
4.4 The elastic contribution
Several authors have explained the lattice expansion or contraction of small
nanoparticles by means of a size-induced equivalent hydrostatic pressure
over the particle surface [93, 94, 53, 44, 61]. If we suppose the spheri-
cal nanoparticle as an elastically anisotropic body subject to hydrostatic
pressure (Figure 4.3c), equations from the elastostatics theory allow for
finding the resulting distortion of the body, u(r), provided we fully specify
its compliance tensor sijkl. To estimate only the radial component of this
displacement field we can, nevertheless, follow a simple approach. Suppose
we are interested in the radial component of the displacement of a point
placed at r respect to a Cartesian basis C = fx^1; x^2; x^3g, parallel to the
usual basis of the cubic material. As an approximation, we can assume
this displacement equal to what it would be if the point were placed on
an infinitesimally thin bar parallel to r^, subject to a longitudinal pressure
 (see Figures 4.3d and 4.4). Let’s define the auxiliary Cartesian basis
C 0 = fx^01; x^02; x^03g with x^01 parallel to r^. Since the bar is homegeneous,
we can assume that the stress tensor ij , resulting inside it due to the
applied longitudinal pressure, is homogeneous, i.e. independent of the po-
sition. This means that the strain tensor ij is also homogeneous, since
ij = sijkl kl and all components in the compliance tensor sijkl are con-
stants [90]. Since the (1,1) component of the strain tensor in the system
C 0, 011, is related to the displacement field in that system u0(u01; u02; u03)
by 011 = @u01=@x01, we conclude that the component of displacement along
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 4.3: Model for the response of a spherical nanoparticle subject
to an external hydrostatic pressure. (a) Atomistic model of a spherical
nanoparticle. (b) Typical displacement field obtained from a Molecular
Dynamics simulation. (c) Elastic anisotropic spherical body subject to
hydrostatic pressure. (d) Set of intercepting radial bars carved from the
spherical body, each one subject to the same longitudinal pressure .
the bar, u01(x01), is simply proportional to the position x01:
u01(x
0
1) =
@u01
@x01
x01 = 
0
11x
0
1: (4.6)
The dependence of u01 on x02 and x03 can be neglected since the bar is
infinitesimally thin. The ratio between the applied longitudinal pressure
 = 011 and 011 is the Young modulus, E, along the direction of the
bar. Since E = 1=s011, where s011 is the (1,1) component of the compliance
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Figure 4.4: Carved bar parallel to the x^0 direction, subject to a longitudinal
pressure .
matrix expressed in the C 0 system, eq. 4.6 gives
u01(x
0
1) = s
0
11 
0
11x
0
1; (4.7)
where
s011 = s11   2(s11   s12  
1
2
s44)(l
2
1l
2
2 + l
2
2l
2
3 + l
2
3l
2
1) (4.8)
is the inverse of the Young modulus along the direction of the bar [x^01]C =
[l1; l2; l3]
T , supposing that the material has cubic symmetry [90]. Now
we can generalize eq. 4.7 to an arbitrary orientation of the bar [r^]C =
[l1; l2; l3]
T , obtaining an expression for the radial component of displace-
ment at a point r inside the spherical nanoparticle:
u e(r) =  s0r^ r r^: (4.9)
This will be the radial displacement component due to the size-induced
hydrostatic pressure and the elastic response of the material. Shortly, the
elastic contribution to the displacement. Note that the sign of  will be
negative for the case of compression (particle contraction) and positive for
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the case of tension (particle expansion). s0r^ is the inverse of the Young
modulus along r^, given by eq. 4.8 provided we are using a Cartesian
basis parallel to the cubic basis of the material. In this way we end up
with the following expression for the displacement field due to the Surface
Relaxation phenomenon:
u(r) = u e(r) + u c(r) =  s0r^ r+  fR;ro(r)r^: (4.10)
The three parameters of the SR model for describing peak profiles are
now visible in this equation. We summarize their definitions: , the size-
induced pressure; , the maximum radial displacement due to the sub-
coordinated eﬀect; ro > 0, the thickness of the layer where atoms are
displaced mainly because of the sub-coordination eﬀect (sub-coordination
layer thickness). Note that  and  may have opposite signs, meaning
that the particle surface and core show opposite contraction/expansion
behavior.
A quick examination of eq. 4.10 shows that it will give a radial strain in
the core of the nanoparticle independent of the radial position r, kuk=r =
s0r^. This is in agreement with Molecular Dynamics simulations of metal
nanoparticles [27, 89]. Nevertheless, the oscillatory behavior of the radial
strain also shown in these studies will not be reproduced by the simple
model we are proposing.
4.5 The Fourier Transform components for the
peak profile due to the Surface Relaxation
phenomenon
Once we have defined the displacement field u(r) we can try to find the
corresponding analytical expressions for the distortion terms MDhkl(L) and
NDhkl(L) of eqs. 3.51. As shown in those equations, we can do this in
terms of the mean and mean square of the Projected Length Variation,
hL(L)i and hL2(L)i. To find these two quantities we will follow again
Warren [95, 3]. Namely, for a given component of a Bragg reflection we will
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[r]D [r]D0
[r]D0[r]D
G G0
G 1 G0 1
T
T t
G0 = T tGT 1G = T tG0T
Figure 4.5: Diagram for the orthorhombic basis D0. The arrows indicate
transformations of the component of a vector r from one basis to another.
For instance T [r ]D = [r ]D0 . The matrices inside squares are the metric
tensors of the corresponding bases. See [17] for details.
find an orthorhombic basis with the z-axis parallel to the hkl direction,
such that this reflection takes the form 00l0. This is always possible for
cubic symmetry materials [96]. We will then express the deformation field
in a Cartesian basis parallel to that basis, and will compute there the
mentioned mean values.
Let’s denote the basis of the cubic material D = fa;b; cg and its recip-
rocal basis by D = fa;b; cg. In D the reciprocal lattice vector shkl,
corresponding to the hkl component of the Bragg reflection, will have com-
ponents [s]D = [h; k; l]T . Similarly, let’s denote the orthorhombic basis by
D0 = fa0;b0; c0g, and its reciprocal basis by D0 = fa0;b0; c0g. Let’s
denote the metric tensors of D and D0 by G and G0, respectively, and the
change of basis matrix from D to D0 by T . The relations between these
bases and matrices are shown schematically in Figure 4.5. The conditions
mentioned before for the orthorhombic basis D0 can be transformed to
three conditions for matrix T . First, T 1 can be written with integer
components, since D0 is a basis for the same crystalline structure as D 1.
1By definition the columns of T 1 are the components of the basis vectors of D0
in the basis D, i.e. T 1 =

[a0]D j [b0]D j [c0]D

. For a cubic D = fa;b; cg, any set of
orthogonal vectors a0, b0 and c0 belonging to the lattice spanned by D, will define a
basis D0 for the same crystalline structure, and will have integer components in D.
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Secondly, T must be such that G0 is a diagonal matrix, since D0 must be an
orthorhombic basis 2. Third, T must be such that in the reciprocal basis
of D0, s has components [s ]D0 = [0; 0; l0]T , with integer l0. Let’s define
the auxiliary matrix with integer entries A = T t. As shown in Figure
4.5, G0 = T tGT 1. Since D is a cubic basis, G = a2I, where a is the
lattice parameter and I is the identity matrix. Therefore G0 = a2AAT .
Writing down all the matrices in this equation and according to the second
condition for T just mentioned we have:264a0 2 0 00 b0 2 0
0 0 c0 2
375 = a2
264a11 a12 a13a21 a22 a23
a31 a32 a33
375
264a11 a21 a31a12 a22 a32
a13 a23 a33;
375 (4.11)
which gives three equations that the entries of A must hold:
a11a21 + a12a22 + a13a23 = 0
a11a31 + a12a32 + a13a33 = 0
a21a31 + a22a32 + a23a33 = 0:
(4.12)
Other three equations can obtained from the condition A [s ]D = [s ]D0
(see Figure 4.5). Writing down the matrices and according to the third
condition for T we have264a11 a12 a13a21 a22 a23
a31 a32 a33
375
264hk
l
375 =
26400
l0
375 ; (4.13)
which gives
a11h+ a12k + a13l = 0
a21h+ a22k + a23l = 0
a31h+ a32k + a33l = l
0:
(4.14)
Now, according to the first condition, we have to find a solution for eqs.
2If G is the metric tensor of D0 = fv1;v2;v3g, then its entries are fG0ijg = vi  vj .
If D0 is an orthorhombic (orthogonal) basis then vi  vj = 0 for i 6= j.
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4.12 and 4.14 with only integer numbers aij . This can easily be done if
we give a geometrical interpretation to the problem. We can imagine the
numbers a11, a12 and a13 as the components of a vector a1 in a Cartesian
basis, and similarly for the rest of the aij . Then, looking to eqs. 4.12 and
4.14 we conclude that vectors a1, a2 and a3 are mutually perpendicular
and that a3 is parallel to a vector with components [h; k; l]T . Let’s choose
a31 = h, a32 = k and a33 = l, i.e. l0 = h2+k2+ l2. A vector perpendicular
to a3, which can be choosen as a1, is a3  k^, where k^ is the versor along
the z-axis of the Cartesian basis. We thus obtain a11 = k, a12 =  h and
a13 = 0. To obtain a2 we just make the cross product a3a1, which gives
a21 = hl, a22 = kl and a23 =  h2   k2. In this way we obtain for the
matrix A:
A =
264 k  h 0hl kl  h2   k2
h k l
375 : (4.15)
It can be easily verified that the entries of this matrix satisfy eqs. 4.12
and 4.14. To express the deformation field in a Cartesian basis C 0 parallel
to D0, we need the change of basis matrix, , from C to C 0, where C is
the Cartesian basis parallel to D. Calling the basis vectors of D and D0
as ai and a0i, the entry (i; j) of  will be given by the cosine of the angle
between ai and aj :
ij = cos(aj ;a
0
i) =
[aj ]
T
DG[a
0
i]D
kajkka0ik
=
[aj ]
T
D[a
0
i]D
([a0i]
T
D[a
0
i]D)
1=2
; (4.16)
where we have used the fact that kajk = a, the lattice parameter of D,
and G = a2I. Given an arbitrary matrix m, let’s label its ith row as m(i)
and its jth column as m(j). With this notation eq. 4.16 can be worked
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out as
ij =
[j1; j2; j3](T
 1)(i)
((T 1)(i)(T 1)(i))1=2
=
[j1; j2; j3]A
(i)
(A(i)A(i))1=2
=
3P
k=1
jkaik
3P
k=1
a2ik
1=2
=
aij
3P
k=1
a2ik
1=2 ;
(4.17)
where ij is the Kronecker delta. Substituting the entries of matrix A from
eq. 4.15 we then obtain for matrix 
 =
2664
kp
h2+k2
  hp
h2+k2
0
hlp
(h2+k2)(h2+k2+l2)
klp
(h2+k2)(h2+k2+l2)
 h2 k2p
(h2+k2)(h2+k2+l2)
hp
h2+k2+l2
kp
h2+k2+l2
lp
h2+k2+l2
3775 :
(4.18)
Note that  is orthogonal ( 1 = T ), as expected for a transformation
(rotation) matrix between two Cartesian bases. From eq. 4.10 we see that
only the term corresponding to the elastic contribution of the deformation
field will be aﬀected by the change of basis C  ! C 0, since the sub-
coordination term only depends on the absolute value of r, which remains
the same. What we should do now, therefore, is to find the corresponding
expression for the inverse of the Young modulus in a given direction, when
the used basis is C 0. With the form of  shown above, the compliance ten-
sor sijkl will transform, in general, in such a way that the corresponding
compliance matrix sij in basis C 0 will not have the usual form for cubic
materials. We mean the form referred to the Cartesian basis parallel to the
common basis of the cubic material, a case where there are only three dis-
tinct entries s11, s12 and s44 in the compliance matrix [90]. Consequently
the inverse of the Young modulus in a given direction will not be given
simply by eq. 4.8 but, in principle, by a diﬀerent expression for each hkl
we study. Nevertheless we can save this diﬃculty and keep using eq. 4.8
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if we apply before  1, i.e. if we use the components of the normalized
position vector r in the “old basis”. The ith of such components will be
given by
li =
[r]
(i)
C
r
=
( 1[r]C0)(i)
r
=
[(i)]
T [r]C0
r
: (4.19)
Defining the function ghkl([r ]C0) as
ghkl([r ]C0) = l
2
1l
2
2 + l
2
2l
2
3 + l
2
3l
2
1 =
2X
i=1
3X
j=i+1
l2i l
2
j
= r 4
2X
i=1
3X
j=i+1
([(i)]
T [r ]C0)
2([(j)]
T [r ]C0)
2;
(4.20)
we then can express the displacement field in the basis C 0 as
u(r) =  s00r^ r+  fR;ro(r)r^; (4.21)
where
s00r^ = s11   2(s11   s12   s44=2) ghkl([r ]C0): (4.22)
All the analytical work that follows will be done with the position vector
r referred to the basis C 0. Therefore let’s now call this basis simply C,
with orthonormal axes f^i; j^; k^g. The components of r in C will be denoted
as usual [r ]C = [x; y; z]T , and the vectorial displacement field with its
components along each axis as u(r) = u(ux(r); uy(r); uz(r)).
Since in C the z-axis is parallel to the hkl direction, the Projected
Length Variation between two points separated a distance jLj will be given
by
L(L) = uz(r+ Lz^)  uz(r): (4.23)
From eq. 4.21 the z-component of the displacement field is
uz(r) =  s
00
r^ z + 
fR;ro(r)
r
z: (4.24)
This expression is considerably complicated by the complex form of the
function ghkl, which enters through the term s00r^ . The number of terms
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.6: Change of basis used to express the z-component of the dis-
placement field. (a) Relation between the Cartesian coordinate system
(x; y; z) of basis C and the cylindrical coordinate system (; ; z0). (b)
Relation between (; ; z0) and the polar coordinate system f%; 'g. The
versor '^ in (b) is pointing from the reader toward the paper.
will be further increased when we square it in order to find hL2(L)i.
Therefore, it is convenient to make some approximations to simplify it.
Adopting a cylindrical coordinate system (; ; z0) related to the basis C
system (x; y; z) as:
x =  cos
y =  sin
z0 = z;
(4.25)
the only term depending on  in eq. 4.24 will be s00r^ , since r = (
2+z2)1=2.
See Figure 4.6a. We can eliminate this dependence approximating s00r^ by
its mean over , while keeping  and z0 constant (mean over a circular
path l of length l, centered about and perpendicular to the z-axis, and at
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height z):
s00r^ 
1
l
I
l
s00r^dl =
1
2

2s11   2(s11   s12   s44=2)
Z 2
0
ghkl([r ]C) d

= s11   s11   s12   s44=2

Z 2
0
ghkl([r ]C) d:
(4.26)
Using eq. 4.20 the integral of ghkl can be solved to giveZ 2
0
ghkl([r ]C) d =
1z
4 + 2z
22 + 3
4
(2 + z2)2
; (4.27)
where
1 = 2H
2 = 2(H
0  H)
3 = 2

1
8
H 0 +
5
8
H

;
(4.28)
and
H =
h2k2 + k2l2 + l2h2
(h2 + k2 + l2)2
H 0 =
h4 + k4 + l4
(h2 + k2 + l2)2
:
(4.29)
Eqs. 4.26-4.29 allow us to rewrite eq. 4.24 as
uz(; z) = z

s11   s11   s12   s44=2
(2 + z2)2
(1 z
4 + 2 z
22 + 3 
4)

+  z
fR;ro((
2 + z2)1=2)
(2 + z2)1=2
:
(4.30)
The cylindrical symmetry of eq. 4.30 allows for its further simplification.
Let’s define another coordinate system, a polar one (%; '), related to the
last cylindrical system through
 = % sin'
z = % cos';
(4.31)
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and oriented respect to that as shown in Figure 4.6b. In this new system
the polar axis is oriented as the z-axis, and the polar angle is measured
positive in clockwise sense from the latter. Making these substitutions in
eq. 4.30 we obtain
uz(%; ') = %(a cos'+ b cos
3 '+ c cos5 ') +  cos'fR;ro(%); (4.32)
with
a = s11   3(s11   s12   s44=2)=;
b = (23   2)(s11   s12   s44=2)=;
c = (2   1   3)(s11   s12   s44=2)=:
(4.33)
Figure 4.7: Geometrical construction for the calculation of hL(L)i and
hL2(L)i in the f%^; '^g system. The solid of revolution generated by the
rotation of the shadowed area around the polar axis, is the region where
the mean values hL(L)i and hL2(L)i will be computed, for a given
distance L. The blue semi-circle represents a half cross section of the
spherical nanoparticle of radius R.
The evaluation of L (eq. 4.23) can now be easily done with the
expression of uz in eq. 4.32 and the last polar coordinates system. Let’s
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denote the coordinates of a point at r, respect to the common origin O we
have been using, as [r ]O = (%; '). See Figure 4.6b. The point at r + Lk^
will have coordinates [r+ Lk^]O = (%0; '0). From Figure 4.7 it can be seen
that [r+Lk^]O = [r ]O0 , where O0 is an origin placed at (L; ) respect to O.
Figure 4.7 allows also for visualizing the region where L is defined and
where its mean and square mean will be computed, for a given value of L.
It corresponds to the solid of revolution around the polar axis generated
by the intersection area of the two equal semi-circles centered at O and
O0, respectively. In this way we obtain for L:
L = uz(%
0; '0)  uz(%; ')
= a(%0 cos'0   % cos') + b  %0 cos3 '0   % cos3 '
+ c
 
%0 cos5 '0   % cos5 '+ (fR;ro(%0) cos'0   fR;ro(%) cos')
(4.34)
and for L2:
L2 = (uz(%
0; '0)  uz(%; '))2
= a22(% cos'  %0 cos'0)2
+ 2ab2(% cos'  %0 cos'0)  % cos3 '  %0 cos3 '0
+ b22
 
% cos3 '  %0 cos3 '02
+ 2ac2(% cos'  %0 cos'0)  % cos5 '  %0 cos5 '0
+ 2bc2
 
% cos3 '  %0 cos3 '0  % cos5 '  %0 cos5 '0
+ c22
 
% cos5 '  %0 cos5 '02
+ 2a(% cos'  %0 cos'0)(fR;ro(%) cos'  fR;ro(%0) cos'0)
+ 2b
 
% cos3 '  %0 cos3 '0 (fR;ro(%) cos'  fR;ro(%0) cos'0)
+ 2c
 
% cos5 '  %0 cos5 '0 (fR;ro(%) cos'  fR;ro(%0) cos'0)
+ 2(fR;ro(%) cos'  fR;ro(%0) cos'0)2:
(4.35)
The computation of hL(L)i and hL2(L)i now corresponds to the com-
putation of the mean values over the mentioned solid of revolution of the
terms enclosed in parenthesis in eqs. 4.34 and 4.35. Using the definitions
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in Table 4.1 we finally obtain for hL(L)i and hL2(L)i the expressions:
hL(L)i = a G1(R;L) + b G2(R;L) + c G3(R;L) +  G4(R;L; ro)
(4.36)
hL2(L)i = a22F1(R;L) + ab2F2(R;L) + b22F3(R;L) + ac2F4(R;L)
+ bc2F5(R;L) + c
22F6(R;L) + aF7(R;L; ro)
+ bF8(R;L; ro) + cF9(R;L; ro) + 
2F10(R;L; ro):
(4.37)
Functions Fi and Gi are listed in Appendix A for briefness. The mean and
mean square PLVs in eqs. 4.36 and 4.37 are referred to the as-built config-
uration and not to the mean one (see Figure 3.2). Therefore, before using
them in eqs. 3.51 to build the peak profiles with the WPPM approach,
the corrections in eqs. 3.17 and 3.18 of section 3.2 must be applied.
Table 4.1: Definition of the functions whose mean values are needed
to compute hL(L)i and hL2(L)i. CV(R;L) = (4R3=3)(L3=16R3  
3L=4R+ 1) is the common volume between two spheres of radius R sepa-
rated by distance L, and V denotes that region. hf(r)i = [CV(R;L)] 1RRR
V
f(r) d3r. See text for more details.
f(r) hf(r)i
%0 cos'0   % cos' G1(R;L)
%0 cos3 '0   % cos3 ' G2(R;L)
%0 cos5 '0   % cos5 ' G3(R;L)
fR;ro(%
0) cos'0   fR;ro(%) cos' G4(R;L; ro)
(% cos'  %0 cos'0)2 F1(R;L)
2(% cos'  %0 cos'0)  % cos3 '  %0 cos3 '0 F2(R;L) 
% cos3 '  %0 cos3 '02 F3(R;L)
2(% cos'  %0 cos'0)  % cos5 '  %0 cos5 '0 F4(R;L)
2
 
% cos3 '  %0 cos3 '0  % cos5 '  %0 cos5 '0 F5(R;L) 
% cos5 '  %0 cos5 '02 F6(R;L)
2(% cos'  %0 cos'0)(fR;ro(%) cos'  fR;ro(%0) cos'0) F7(R;L; ro)
2
 
% cos3 '  %0 cos3 '0 (fR;ro(%) cos'  fR;ro(%0) cos'0) F8(R;L; ro)
2
 
% cos5 '  %0 cos5 '0 (fR;ro(%) cos'  fR;ro(%0) cos'0) F9(R;L; ro)
(fR;ro(%) cos'  fR;ro(%0) cos'0)2 F10(R;L; ro)
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4.6 Surface Relaxation macro for TOPAS
    This section has been adapted from [97].
The surface relaxation model described above have been implemented
in a TOPAS [98, 99] macro called WPPM_SR_Sphere [97]. The macro is
shown in Figure 4.8, as well as an example call in Figure 4.9, for the case
of a Pt nanoparticle. Diﬀerently from others WPPM TOPAS macros,
in this case the later it is set to do the FT up to the particle diameter
as maximum Fourier length: WPPM_L_max = 2*CeV(radioc, radiov)).
No stopping criteria is based on the values of the real or imaginary FT
(the command WPPM_brake_on_small is not used). This is because
for the Surface Relaxation phenomenon the real and imaginary strain FT
components may be non-monotonous [97].
4.7 Molecular Dynamics simulations setup
In the present thesis Molecular Dynamics simulation were performed to
obtain vibrational trajectories of atoms in a particle, and from them the
corresponding relaxed configuration (see Figure 3.2). The objective was
to obtain a realistic version of the atomic building at room temperature
(298 K), i.e. a relaxed configuration, as termed in Figure 3.2 [28, 100].
Simulations were performed in vacuum, and although periodic boundary
conditions were enforced, the simulation box was chosen with linear dimen-
sion three times larger than the particle radius. In this way cross interac-
tions between diﬀerent replicas of the system are impossible. The timestep
(ts) for simulation was chosen as some orders of magnitude smaller than
the reciprocal of the highest frequency of motion [101, 102], while the
overall timescale (the duration in wall-time) was long enough to sample
a suitable number of statistically uncorrelated configurations of the sys-
tem. For Pd, for instance, the maximum frequencies are on the order of
THz = 1012s 1 [103, 104], therefore the integration ts is chosen to be 1
femto-second = 10 15 s and the time for the simulation at least 0.75 ns.
The potentials used were EAM potentials [105], listed in [106]. All simu-
lations were performed using the Large-scale Atomic/Molecular Massively
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macro WPPM_SR_Sphere(sigmac, sigmav, betac, betav, roc, rov, radioc,
radiov, shiftc, shiftv, s11, s12, s44) {
#m_argu sigmac ’in TPa if s11, s12, s44 are in TPa^-1
#m_argu betac ’in nm
#m_argu roc ’in nm
#m_argu radioc ’in nm
#m_argu shiftc ’pure number
WPPM_ft_conv = {
def sigma = CeV(sigmac,sigmav);
def beta = CeV(betac,betav);
def ro = CeV(roc, rov);
def RR = CeV(radioc, radiov);
def shift = CeV(shiftc, shiftv);
def qhkl = 2*Pi/(D_spacing*0.1); ’interplanar distance in nm
def deltaL = meanDeltaL(RR, WPPM_L/(shift+1),H,K,L,s11,s12,s44,
sigma,beta,ro);
def deltaLsquare = meanDeltaL2(RR, WPPM_L/(shift+1),H,K,L,s11,s12,
s44,sigma,beta,ro);
def deltaLsquareCorr = deltaLsquareCorrFun(deltaL, deltaLsquare,
shift,WPPM_L/(shift+1));
return Exp((-1/2)*qhkl^2*deltaLsquareCorr);
}
WPPM_ft_conv_im = {
def sigma = CeV(sigmac,sigmav);
def beta = CeV(betac,betav);
def ro = CeV(roc, rov);
def RR = CeV(radioc, radiov);
def shift = CeV(shiftc, shiftv);
def qhkl = 2*Pi/(D_spacing*0.1); ’interplanar distance in nm
def deltaL = meanDeltaL(RR, WPPM_L/(shift+1),H,K,L,s11,s12,s44,
sigma, beta, ro);
def deltaLCorr = deltaLCorrFun(deltaL, shift, WPPM_L/(shift+1));
return qhkl*deltaLCorr;
}
WPPM_L_max = 2*CeV(radioc, radiov);
WPPM_th2_range = 55;
}
Figure 4.8: TOPAS macro WPPM_SR_Sphere. For the exact definition
of the functions meanDeltaL, meanDeltaL2, meanDeltaLsquareCorrFun,
and so forth, see the file “WPPM_SR_Sphere_macro.inc” in the Supple-
mentary information of [97].
Parallel Simulator (LAMMPS) [107].
The simulations start at 0 K from the as-built configuration, letting the
system arrive to a static equilibrium configuration in a maximum of 1000
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prm !s11 = 7.33706; ’elastic costants for Pt in TPa^-1 units
prm !s12 = -3.0796;
prm !s44 = 12.987;
prm RRR 4.67813‘ min .001 max=Min(2 Val+.01,20); val_on_continue=Rand(0,4);
prm nofAtoms 28727.79819‘
fit_obj = saxs(X, 10*RRR /*A*/, 1.54059/*A*/, nofAtoms, 78);
prm !aPtbulk = 3.9242;
STR(F_M_3_M)
phase_name "platinum"
Cubic(!aPt 3.9115_0.000041)
site Pt x 0 y 0 z 0 occ Pt 1 beq 0
MVW( 780.312, 59.845, 100.000‘)
prm !ssigma -0.000392 ’ TPa
prm !bbeta -0.0214 ’ nm
prm !rro 0.133 ’ nm
prm kk = Constant(aPt)/aPtbulk -1;
WPPM_Sphere(, RRR)
WPPM_SR_Sphere(,ssigma,,bbeta,,rro,,RRR,,kk,s11,s12,s44)
Figure 4.9: Macro call example for macro WPPM_SR_Sphere. The saxs
function models the small angle scattering from a sphere; see the Supple-
mentary information of [97] for its definition.
ts. Then a chain of Nose-Hoove thermostats in NVT regime is used, to
slowly bring the system to room temperature conditions. The total number
of ts used at this stage is 250 000, evenly divided among each thermostat.
Equilibration before system sampling is achieved letting it further evolve
in NVE regime, during 500 000 ts, once room temperature is reached at
the end of the chain. System sampling every 1000 ts is made during ad-
ditional 250 000 ts, after which the simulation ends. With this sampling a
vibrational trajectory at room temperature is obtained, composed of 250
particle snapshots. The relaxed configuration is obtained averaging the
configurations in the vibrational trajectory. Powder diﬀraction patterns
carrying only the eﬀect of the static disorder, can then be computed feed-
ing the Debye scattering equation with the relaxed configuration [28, 100].
Thermal Diﬀuse Scattering patterns, on the other hand, can be obtained
from the vibration trajectory, as described in Chapter 5.
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Figure 4.10: Inverse proportionality between eﬀective pressure and
nanoparticle radius (from Table 4.2, see text for details).
4.8 Test of the Surface Relaxation model
To test the model described so far we used nanocrystals at room tempera-
ture, obtained through Molecular Dynamics (MD) simulations as described
in section 4.7. To start with we displace atom positions of an ideal, per-
fect spherical nanocrystal, according to eq. 4.10, to match the MD relaxed
configuration. To this purpose we minimize the sum of squares of dis-
tances between atomic positions, i.e. parameters ,  and ro were varied
to minimize the function h:
h(; ; ro) =
NX
i=1
[ri;r  
 
ri;u + u(ri;u)

]2; (4.38)
with N as the number of atoms, and ri;r and ri;u, as positions of the ith
atom, respectively in the MD relaxed configuration and according to eq.
4.10. This procedure was applied to spherical nanocrystals of Ag, Pb, Pd
and Pt, with radius of 6, 9, 12 and 20 unit cells. Results are listed in
Table 4.2.
As expected, the increase of  is inversely proportional to the nanopar-
ticle radius (Figure 4.10), with larger values for stiﬀer metals, i.e. growing
in the sequence Pb!Ag!Pd!Pt. Diﬀerences in  and ro values for dif-
ferent metals are small, pointing out similarity in the SR eﬀect. Pb is most
peculiar in this group of metals, with a thicker sub-coordination layer of
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Table 4.2: Values of parameters in eq. 4.10 after minimization of eq. 4.38
for nanoparticles of diﬀerent metals and sizes. The Young Modulus is
shown for each metal.
metal radius [nm]  [GPa]  [Å] ro [Å]
Ag 2.45 -1.75e-1 -2.11e-1 1.56
(83 GPa) 3.68 -8.94e-2 -2.06e-1 1.48
4.90 -5.72e-2 -2.02e-1 1.52
8.17 -8.70e-3 -1.98e-1 1.46
Pb 2.97 -4.03e-2 -4.19e-1 2.13
(16 GPa) 4.46 -1.90e-2 -4.34e-1 1.92
5.94 -8.28e-3 -4.36e-1 1.93
9.90 4.90e-3 -4.22e-1 1.86
Pd 2.33 -4.16e-1 -2.01e-1 1.39
(121 GPa) 3.50 -2.91e-1 -1.92e-1 1.35
4.67 -2.30e-1 -1.84e-1 1.38
7.78 -1.57e-1 -1.84e-1 1.33
Pt 2.35 -5.95e-1 -2.22e-1 1.43
(168 GPa) 3.53 -4.63e-1 -2.19e-1 1.32
4.71 -3.92e-1 -2.14e-1 1.33
7.85 -3.06e-1 -2.12e-1 1.27
about 0.2 nm, likely due to the much smaller Young modulus compared
to the other three metals. In addition, it eﬀectively shows a particle core
transition from contraction to expansion when increasing size, while in the
surface contraction is still predominant (see also Figure 4.12a). Nanopar-
ticle surface contraction () agrees with experimental values of surface
atom displacement in several fcc metals, including Au [26], Pt [108] and
Pd [109].
Comparison between MD simulations and nanocrystal deformed ac-
cording to the model can also be made for the corresponding XRPD pat-
terns, obtained by feeding the atomic coordinates to the Debye scattering
equation. Figure 4.11a shows the XRPD pattern for a Pd nanocrystal
of radius 6 unit cells (2.3 nm). Agreement between MD (dots) and the
model (line) is quite good, as it is demonstrated by the small diﬀerence
(see residual below, amplified by a factor 10X). Agreement further im-
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proves for larger sizes (Figure 4.11b); the proposed model seems to work
even better for Ag, as shown in Figure 4.11c. The inset shows a detail of the
main eﬀect of SR, which is peak shift, with finer details aﬀecting the line
profiles. Results for Pb (Figure 4.11d) are still acceptably good, although
the match between XRPD patterns generated by MD and the model is
the least satisfactory of the four metals investigated. Reason is (i) low
stiﬀness of Pb, causing large deformation (cf.  in Table 4.2), (ii) quite
high elastic anisotropy (Zener ratio Az = 4:1 [110]), and (iii) low shear
modulus (5.6 GPa). As a consequence, the atomic displacements from the
perfect crystal lattice positions of a Pb nanosphere (Figure 4.12b) have a
larger non-radial component, causing deviations from the proposed model.
A common tool in the analysis of XRPD line profiles is the Warren
plot. As illustrated in section 3.1, diﬀerent values of the PLV, L(L), are
obtained when diﬀerent line segments of length jLj are examined inside a
particle, in general. First introduced in a seminal paper on the so-called
Warren-Averbach method [95], the Warren plot is a plot of the standard
deviation of L(L) against L, for some specific direction, i.e. L =phL2i   hLi2 vs L. If the mean displacement is zero we simply have
L =
phL2i vs L. The Warren plot for the pattern in Figure 4.11c
(Ag nanosphere) is shown in Figure 4.13a, for the [111] direction. Discrete
points are from MD and from the model given by eq. 4.10, whereas the line
is given by the model’s eqs. 4.36 and 4.37. The distribution corresponding
to the data point indicated by the arrow is shown in Figure 4.13b. The
good agreement in Figure 4.13a, between MD result and model confirms
the validity of the proposed approach to capture information on the atomic
displacement caused by SR. Contrary to what reported for work-hardened
metals, L steadily grows with L. This is a peculiarity of the SR eﬀect,
related to the eﬀective hydrostatic pressure and sub-coordination eﬀects.
A similar trend, although less markedly growing with L, was observed
for small metal domains embedded in a polycrystalline matrix, where also
some eﬀective uniform pressure was active [111]. The study of line profiles
from nanocrystals could therefore provide insights on the specificity of the
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 4.11: XRPD patterns for spherical nanoparticles: (a) Pd, radius
2.3 nm and (b) 4.7 nm; (c) Ag, radius 4.9 nm; (d) Pb, radius 4.5 nm.
Patterns are obtained by using the Debye scattering equation with atomic
coordinates provided by MD (dot) or by applying the SR model: the dif-
ference (residual) is shown below with a 10X magnification factor. Used
parameter values are shown in the inset of each pattern; a further inset in
(c) shows the shift between the peak position of the starting perfect spher-
ical crystal model (unrelaxed, orange) and same crystal after application
of the model. N is the number of atoms in the particle in each case.
atomic displacement, which depend on nanocrystal composition, size and
shape, as well as on the environment.
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.12: Scaled atomic displacements projected in the 100 plane for
some Pb spherical particles. (a) One fourth of the cross section, radius
9.90 nm. (b) Whole cross section, radius 4.5 nm (pattern shown in Fig-
ure 4.11d). Arrow lengths are magnified by a factor 15 for easier reading
of the figure, to highlight non-radial displacement components (cf. Fig-
ure 4.1b for Cu). The positive oﬀ-plane tilt angle is toward the reader.
Figure built with unpublished data from [28].
(a) (b)
Figure 4.13: (a) Warren plots along [111] for the Ag nanoparticle of radius
4.9 nm (Figure 4.11c). Square points are obtained from the relaxed atomic
configuration provided by MD, whereas circles are from the model eq.
4.10 with parameters from the minimization of eq. 4.38; the line is the
corresponding continuous trend of L according to the model (see text
for details). The arrow indicates the data point corresponding to the
distribution (b) shown aside.
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Chapter 5
Thermal Diﬀuse Scattering in
nanoparticles
As shown in Chapter 2, the total scattered intensity from a particle can be
split in two contributions, the Bragg and the Thermal Diﬀuse Scattering
(TDS) intensity. When integrated with the powder average, the TDS in-
tensity in reciprocal space gives rise to peaks underneath the Bragg peaks,
forming a background profile far from a flat or polynomial one [112, 7, 3].
The later featureless TDS contributions would therefore lead to errors in
the calculated integrated intensities or modeled Bragg peak profiles. Be-
cause of this, many models have been proposed to account for thermal
vibrations (see [113], section 7.1.4, and references therein). Any depar-
ture from a mean (after thermal vibration) perfect crystalline structure
will also cause diﬀuse scattering [114], masking the eﬀect of the TDS in a
one dimensional diﬀraction pattern. Therefore, the goal of the mentioned
TDS model is to estimate as accurate as possible the contribution of the
TDS intensity to the total scattered intensity at each 2, rather than to
extract information about the phenomena underlying the TDS. All diﬀuse
scattering intensity not due to thermal vibration is then taken into account
through an additional polynomial background. This approach allows for
a better profile, and thus integrated intensity determination in structural
and microestructural studies of polycristalline materials (see, for instance,
[3] p. 199).
Since the 60s of last century the TDS models for powder samples have
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been extended to deal also with fine particles, or nanoparticles, as it is
preferred to term them nowadays (see [113], section 7.4.2, and references
therein). The extensions have been based mainly on modifications to the
same theory proposed for larger particles, by using more suitable Vibra-
tional Densities of States and defining a non-zero minimum vibration mode
wavelength. One of these model is the work by Beyerlein et. al. [115]. In
that work the validity of the extension is assessed by comparing against
patterns computed with the Debye equation, over atomic configurations
obtained through Molecular Dynamics simulations. In the present chap-
ter this model is reviewed, supplying for additional details and correcting
some errors in the original work. In addition, we improve the assessing
procedure used by Beyerlein et. al. by comparing against the profile of
the TDS alone, instead of the total profile which, in general, is several
orders of magnitude more intense (as shown in section 2.4, the Debye
equation always gives the total intensity at any s). This will allow to iso-
late and study with greater detail the dynamic component of the disorder
in a nanoparticle. Particularly, the anisotropy of the TDS will be shown,
highlighting the limitations of Beyerlein et. al., and similar, models.
5.1 The Vibrational Density of States in
nanoparticles
The vectors g that give atomic vibrations with all possible frequencies,
according to the Born-von Kármán theory of lattice dynamics introduced
in section 2.3, are inside the first Brillouin zone. The angular frequency
!qj = 2qj of wave qj in this theory is, in general, given by a dispersion
relation !qj = !qj(q). Counting the waves with frequency between ! and
! + d! among all the modes, the so called Vibrational Density of States
(VDOS), g(!), is constructed. It has been proposed that a small particle
size introduces new vibration modes respect to those of a macrocrystal
[116, 117, 118]. Based on the calculations of the vibration modes inside
a cube with rigid walls by Bolt and Maa [119, 120], Montroll proposed a
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“small particle” VDOS as [116]:
g() =
8<: 4Vc3 2 + S2c2  + E8c1 ; for 0 6  6 max0; otherwise, (5.1)
where the cj are constants related to the average speed of longitudinal and
transverse sound waves in the material, cl and ct respectively, as
c 1j = c
 j
l + 2c
 j
t : (5.2)
The symbols V , S and E in eq. 5.1 stand for the particle’s volume, surface
and total edge length, respectively. The maximum frequency max, on
the other hand, is found from the normalization condition of the VDOS
according to the Born-von Kármán theory of lattice dynamics. For a
material with N primitive unit cells per crystallite and n = 1 atoms per
primitive unit cell, this condition takes the form:
maxZ
0
g()d = 3N: (5.3)
As proposed by Beyerlein et. al. [115], the maximum wavelength of sta-
tionary wave that can be present in an isolated crystallite can be approxi-
mated by twice its linear dimension, max  2D. This means that vectors
g = q=(2) = (1=)q^ will have some minimum length gmin = 1=(2D). Due
to its great analytical simplicity we now assume the Debye lattice model
[6], according to which all waves are pure longitudinal or pure transverse,
with mean constant velocities cl and ct, respectively. Furthermore, for the
dispersion of mode gj it is assumed a simple linear relation
gj(q) = cs g; (5.4)
where cs is a constant average velocity given by [3]:
1
c2s
=
1
3

1
c2l
+
2
c2t

: (5.5)
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This implies that the minimum vibration frequency for all modes will not
be 0 as assumed in eq. 5.1, but
min = cs gmin =
cs
2D
: (5.6)
The normalization condition in eq. 5.3 would then read as
3N =
maxZ
min
g()d =
4V
3c3
(3max   3min) +
S
4c2
(2max   2min)
+
E
8c1
(max   min);
(5.7)
from which the maximum allowed frequency can be found as [116] 1:
max =

9N 0c3
4V
1=3 "
1  S
36c2N 01=3

9c3
4V
2=3
+O(N 0 2=3)
#
; (5.8)
with
3N 0 = 3N +
4V
3c3
3min +
S
4c2
2min +
E
8c1
min: (5.9)
Since we are neglecting dispersion, the number of vectors g in reciprocal
space with norm between g and g + dg can be found directly from the
distribution in eq. 5.1 as cs  g( = cs g):
(g) =
8<:4V

3 g
2 + 28
S
V g +
1
32
E
V
	
; for gmin 6 g 6 gmax
0; otherwise,
(5.10)
where the dimensionaless constants j are equal to
j =
cjs
cj
=
1 + 2cjl =c
j
t
(1=3)(1 + 2c2l =c
2
t )
j=2 : (5.11)
1A cubic equation on x, N = ax3 + bx2 + cx, can be solved approximately as
x = (N=a)1=3[1  3 1a 2=3bN 1=3 +O(N 2=3)], if N  b and N  c.
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In the Born-von Kármán theory the number of g-vectors in the first Bril-
louin zone is N , the number of primitive unit cells in the crystal, so the
normalization condition for (g) would read as
N =
gmaxZ
gmin
(g): (5.12)
Using then eq. 5.10 this gives a maximum length for the g-vectors
gmax =

3N 00
4V 3
1=3 "
1  2S
12N 001=3

3
4V 3
2=3
+O(N 00 2=3)
#
;
(5.13)
with
N 00 = N + 4V

3
3
g3min +
2
16
S
V
g2min +
1
32
E
V
gmin

: (5.14)
Note that in this way we have approximated the Brillouin zone as a hollow
sphere, of inner and outer radius equal to gmin and gmax, respectively. The
allowed g-vectors will be inside that region only. The volume of this zone is
not equal to the volume of the primitive unit cell in reciprocal space, as in
the Born-von Kármán theory, but is determined by the assumed VDOS,
the normalization condition of the corresponding density (g), and the
assumed Debye lattice model.
Warren’s model for the TDS powder profiles of cubic symmetry and
monatomic macrocrystals is also based on the Debye lattice model, but
considers the Brollouin zone as a common sphere, of volume equal to the
Brillouni zone volume in the Born-von Kármán theory [3]. The latter is
the volume of the primitive unit cell in reciprocal space, so that Warren’s
Brillouin zone radius is given by gmax = (3nb3=(4))1=3, where n is the
number of atoms per cubic cell and b is the cubic reciprocal lattice param-
eter. This means that Warren’s VDOS and density of norms of g-vectors
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are given by:
gW () =
8<:4V 2=c3s; for 0 6  6 cs gmax0; otherwise, (5.15)
and
W (g) =
8<:4V g2; for 0 6 g 6 gmax0; otherwise. (5.16)
Comparing eqs. 5.1 and 5.10 with eqs. 5.15 and 5.16 we can see that Mon-
troll’s VDOS and (g) density, reduce to the Warren’s ones by neglecting
the surface eﬀects (particle diameter D !1), and assuming c3 = c3s:8>>>>><>>>>>:
c3 = c
3
s;
S = 0;
E = 0;
gmin = 0:
(5.17)
5.2 The Debye-Waller exponent of nanopar-
ticles
According to the Born-von Kármán theory of lattice dynamics, the Debye-
Waller exponent, M , at temperature T for a monatomic material, can be
expressed as [3]:
M =M(s) =
h
82Nm
X
gj
(2s  e^gj)2
gj

1
Exp[hgj=(kBT )]  1 +
1
2

=
s2h
4Nm
X
gj
cos2(s; e^gj)
gj
coth
hgj
2kBT
;
(5.18)
where the sum extends over all vibration modes gj. In this equation m is
the atom mass, N is the number of primitive unit cells or atoms in the crys-
tallite, h is the Plank constant and kB is Boltzman constant; cos2(s; e^gj)
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denotes the square of the cosine of the angle between the scattering vector,
s, and the polarization vector of wave gj, e^gj . At high temperatures we
can make the approximation
coth
hgj
2kBT
 2kBT
hgj
; (5.19)
transforming eq. 5.18 into
M(s) =
s2kBT
2Nm
X
gj
cos2(s; e^gj)
2gj
: (5.20)
The Debye lattice model allows for expressing the sum in eq. 5.20 as
X
gj
cos2(s; e^gj)
2gj
=
1
c2s
X
g
1
g2
X
j
cos2(s; e^gj)
=
1
c2s
X
g
1
g2
;
(5.21)
since the versors e^gj , j = 1; 2; 3, are mutually perpendicular for any g.
Note that in this step we have lost the directional dependence of the Debye-
Waller exponent (and Debye-Waller factor B = 4M=s2), obtaining an
isotropic approximation of it, M(s):
M(s) M(s) = s
2kBT
2Nmc2s
X
g
1
g2
: (5.22)
We now assume that, despite the small particle size, the density  (g) of
g-vectors in reciprocal space is high, so we can approximate the sum in eq.
5.22 by an integral over the Brillouin zone. Using eq. 5.10 we therefore
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write
X
g
1
g2
=
Z
BZ
 (g)
1
g2
d3g =
gmaxZ
gmin
(g)
1
g2
dg
= V

43(gmax   gmin) + 2
2
S
V
log
gmax
gmin
+
1
8
E
V
(g 1min   g 1max)

:
(5.23)
Defining the contribution to the Debye-Waller exponent (and factor) by
the volume, surface and edges of the particle, respectively as (Y0)V , (Y0)S
and (Y0)E :
(Y0)V = 43(gmax   gmin)
(Y0)S =
2
2
S
V
log
gmax
gmin
(Y0)E =
1
8
E
V
(g 1min   g 1max);
(5.24)
as well as the factor A(s),
A(s) =
s2kBTV
Nmc2s
; (5.25)
we obtain a nanoparticle Debye-Waller exponent as
M(s) =
1
2
A(s)[(Y0)V + (Y0)S + (Y0)E ]: (5.26)
Neglecting surface eﬀects, i.e. assuming eqs. 5.17, we will have that
(Y0)V = 4gmax and (Y0)S = (Y0)E = 0. Therefore eq. 5.26 will reduces
to
M(s) =
3
2
s2kBT
mc2s
1
g2m
; (5.27)
which is Warren’s expression for the Debye-Waller exponent at hight tem-
peratures (taking T !1 in eq. 11.77 of [3]).
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5.3 The first-order TDS in reciprocal space
In electron units, the first order TDS intensity in reciprocal space for a
monatomic material is given by eq. 2.33:
I1(s) =
1
2
f2e 2M
X
gj
GgjfIo(s+ g) + Io(s  g)g; (5.28)
where
Io(s) =
X
m
X
n
Exp[2i  (rm   rn)] (5.29)
and
Ggj = 2
2s2 cos2(s; e^gj)ha2gji: (5.30)
As already done with eq. 5.19, for high temperatures we can assume
equipartition of energy among the modes, hEgji = KT . The mean square
vibration amplitude of the atoms when vibrating under mode gj can then
be expressed as
ha2gji =
kBT
22Nm
1
2gj
; (5.31)
which transforms eq. 5.30 to
Ggj =
kBTs
2
Nmc2s
cos2(s; e^gj)
g2
; (5.32)
using the Debye linear dispersion relation in eq. 5.4. Substituting eq. 5.32
in eq. 5.28 we have
I1(s) =
1
2
f2e 2M
kBTs
2
Nmc2s
X
gj
cos2(s; e^gj)
g2
fIo(s+ g) + Io(s  g)g
=
1
2
f2e 2M
kBTs
2
Nmc2s
X
g
1
g2
fIo(s+ g) + Io(s  g)g ;
(5.33)
where the sum over the modes has been split as in eq. 5.21. Using the
density of g-vectors in reciprocal space,  (g), and the approximation of
the function Io with Dirac deltas of eq. 2.20, the sum over the g in eq.
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5.33 can be expressed as
X
g
1
g2
fIo(s+ g) + Io(s  g)g =
= N1N2N3vb
Z
BZ
 (g)
g2
(
jF j2
f2

s+g
(3)(s+ g   shkl)+
jF j2
f2

s g
(3)(s  g   shkl)
)
d3g
= N1N2N3vb
Z
BZ
 (g)
g2
(
jF j2
f2

s+g
(3)(g   [shkl   s])+
jF j2
f2

s g
(3)(g   [s  shkl])
)
d3g
= N1N2N3vb
jF j2
f2

shkl
1
ks  shklk2 f (shkl   s) +  (s  shkl)g :
(5.34)
For a cubic monatomic material described with the common cubic unit
cell and basis D = fa1;a2;a3g, we have that jF j2 = n2f2, at the active
reciprocal lattice points shkl (those where the structure factor does not
vanish). Here n is the number of atoms per cubic unit cell (n = 4 for fcc
and n = 2 for bcc). In this case nN1N2N3 will be equal to the number of
atoms, N , in the parallepipedon crystallite approximation of edges N1a1,
N2a2 and N3a3 along the directions of D. On the other hand, if v0a and v0b
are the volumes of the primitive unit cell and that of its reciprocal cell, we
have that vb = 1=va = n=v0a = nv0b = nVBZ , where VBZ is the volume of
the Brillouin zone in the Born-von Kármán theory. Therefore we obtain
from 5.34X
g
1
g2
fIo(s+ g) + Io(s  g)g = NVBZks  shklk2 f (shkl   s) +  (s  shkl)g :
(5.35)
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As for the function  (g), we now assume that the distribution of g-vectors
in reciprocal space has spherical symmetry and thus 2
 (g) =  (g) =
(g)
4g2
: (5.36)
Therefore, substituting the density of g-norms from eq. 5.10, eq. 5.35
continue asX
g
1
g2
fIo(s+ g) + Io(s  g)g = NVBZks  shklk2 2
(ks  shklk)
4ks  shklk2
= 2NVBZV

3
ks  shklk2 +
2
8
S
V
1
ks  shklk3 +
1
32
E
V
1
ks  shklk4

;
(5.37)
for gmin 6 ks  shklk 6 gmax, andX
g
1
g2
fIo(s+ g) + Io(s  g)g = 0 (5.38)
2In general, the relation between the VDOS, g(w), and the dispersion relations of
modes qj is given by the expression
g(w) =
3X
i=1
ZZ
wj=w
 (q)
j 5 wj(q)j
dSwj ;
where the integration is made over the surface in reciprocal space where mode j has
constant frequency w = 2. j 5 wj(q)j means the norm of the gradient of the scalar
evaluated vector function (dispersion relation) wj(q). See [121], section 3.5.1, for details.
Therefore, measuring the VDOS as well as the dispersion relations through suitable
techniques, like Inelastic X-ray or Neutron Scattering (IXS, INS)[122], it is possible,
in principle, to calculate the density of q = 2g vectors,  (q). This density would be
precise for a single crystal study, or an average, for a polycristalline sample, in which
also the determined dispersion relation would be an average.
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gmax
gmin
s  shkl
ds
s
shkl

O
(a)
gmax
gmin
s  shkls
shkl

O
ds
(b)
Figure 5.1: Hollow spherical region where the TDS intensity is concen-
trated. The intersection surface between an s-sphere and the hollow sphere
has axial symmetry respect to shkl. (a) A case where gmin 6 js  shklj 6
gmax. (b) A case where 0 6 js  shklj < gmin.
otherwise. Substituting this result in eq. 5.33, we express the first order
TDS at reciprocal space point s near shkl, I1(s) = I1(s; shkl), as
I1(s; shkl) =
kBTVBZV
mc2s
f2e 2Ms2

3
ks  shklk2 +
2
8
S
V
1
ks  shklk3
+
1
32
E
V
1
ks  shklk4

;
(5.39)
for the cases gmin 6 ks   shklk 6 gmax. For ks   shklk =2 [gmin; gmax],
I1(s; shkl) = 0. This means that the first order TDS is concentrated in
hollow spheres centered at the reciprocal space active lattice points shkl,
as shown in Figure 5.1.
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5.4 The first order powder TDS
Let’s call IhklTDS1(s) the first order TDS intensity profile, corresponding to
the TDS scattered intensity around the reciprocal space lattice point shkl.
To find it, we must substitute eq. 5.39 in the powder average expression
in eq. 2.42:
IhklTDS1(s) =
Nc
4s2
ZZ
s sphere
ITDS1(s)d
2s
=
Nc
4s2
ZZ
s sphere
X
hkl
I1(s; shkl)d
2s
=
Ncphkl
4s2
ZZ
s
I1(s; shkl)d
2s:
(5.40)
Here Nc is the number of crystallites in the powder sample, phkl is the
multiplicity of the hkl reflection, and s is the intersection of the s-sphere
and the hollow spherical region where the TDS is concentrated (see Figure
5.1). From eq. 5.39 it can be seen that we only need to solve integrals of
the type Z
s
d2s
ks  shklki ; (5.41)
with i = 2; 3; 4. Thanks to the axial symmetry of the involved integrands
and s, respect to shkl, we can integrate eq. 5.40 without using the tangent
plane approximation. We will follow the approach of [123]. Let’s call 
the angle between s and shkl. Because of the axial symmetry we can write
d2s = kskd 2ksk sin = 2s2 sin d: (5.42)
Defining x = ks  shklk, we have that
x2 = s2 + s2hkl   2sshkl cos; (5.43)
which can be diﬀerentiated and substituted in eq. 5.42 to obtain
d2s =
2s
shkl
x dx: (5.44)
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As can be seen in Figure 5.1, when spanning all the area elements in eq.
5.42, x will go from a given minimum xmin to a maximum xmax = gmax.
The minimum value of x depends on the s value where we are evaluating
the TDS as
xmin =
8<:js  shklj; for gmin 6 js  shklj 6 gmaxgmin; for 0 6 js  shklj < gmin: (5.45)
In this way, the integrals in eq. 5.41 transform to
Z
s
d2s
ks  shklki =
2s
shkl
gmaxZ
xmin
x1 idx; (5.46)
with i = 2; 3; 4, which can be easily solved to give a powder TDS of order
one:
IhklTDS1(s) =
NcphklkBTVBZV
2 shklmc2s
f2e 2Ms

3 log
gmax
xmin
+
2
8
S
V
(x 1min   g 1max) +
1
64
E
V
(x 2min   g 2max)

:
(5.47)
Note that this expression is valid for shkl gmax 6 s 6 shkl+gmax. Outside
this interval IhklTDS1(s) = 0. We can substitute the temperature in eq. 5.47
from eq. 5.26 to obtain:
IhklTDS1(s) =
NcNphklVBZ
(Y0)V + (Y0)S + (Y0)E
f2e 2MM
sshkl

3 log
gmax
xmin
+
2
8
S
V
(x 1min   g 1max) +
1
64
E
V
(x 2min   g 2max)

:
(5.48)
Equation 5.48 is equivalent to eq. 26 of Beyerlein et. al. [115] correcting
the coeﬃcients of S=V and E=V in that work.
Neglecting surface eﬀects through eqs. 5.17, the volume of the Brillouin
zone will be (4=3)g3m and eq. 5.48 will reduce to Warren’s first order
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powder TDS [3]:
IhklTDS1(s) = NcNf
2e 2M2M
g2max
6
phkl
s shkl
log
gmax
js  shklj : (5.49)
5.5 Higher order TDS
In electron units, the TDS intensity of order l is given by eq. 2.31:
ITDSl(s) = f
2e 2M
X
m
X
n
Exp[2i s  rmn]Y
l
mn
l!
: (5.50)
where rmn is the vector separation between atomsm and n, rmn = rm rn,
and Ymn is given by
Ymn =
X
gj
Ggj cos 2g  rmn: (5.51)
SubstitutingGgj from eq. 5.30 (we use the Debye lattice model and assume
equipartition of energy) we have
Ymn =
kBTs
2
NMc2s
X
g
cos 2g  rmn
g2
: (5.52)
As before, we can solve the sum in eq. 5.52 approximating it by an in-
tegral over the hollow sphere approximation of the Brillouin zone, using
the density  (g) in eq. 5.36. Adopting a spherical coordinate system with
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rmn oriented along the z-axis we write [3]:X
g
cos 2g  rmn
g2
=
Z
BZ
 (g)
cos 2g  rmn
g2
d3g
=
Z
0
2Z
0
gmaxZ
gmin
(g)
4g2
1
g2
cosf2g; rmn cos gg2 sin dgdd
=
gmaxZ
gmin
(g)
g2
Sinc (2g rmn) dg;
(5.53)
where Sinc(x) = sinx=x, and (g) is given by eq. 5.10. Using the SinInte-
gral and CosineIntegral function definitions:
Si(x) =
xZ
0
sin t
t
dt
Ci(x) =  
1Z
x
cos t
t
dt;
(5.54)
as well as the definitions a = 2rmngmax, b = 2rmngmin and
(Ymn)V =
23
rmn
[Si(a)  Si(b)]
(Ymn)S =
2
2
S
V
[Ci(a)  Ci(b)  Sinc(a) + Sinc(b)]
(Ymn)E =
rmn1
8
E
V

cos b
b
  cos a
a
  Si(a) + Si(b) + Sinc(b)
b
  Sinc(a)
a

;
(5.55)
the integral in eq. 5.53 can be solved to give
Ymn = A(s) [(Ymn)V + (Ymn)S + (Ymn)E ] ; (5.56)
where A(s) is given by eq. 5.25. It can be demonstrated that in the limit
rmn ! 0 eqs. 5.55 reduce to eqs. 5.24.
Using the powder average with eq. 5.50, the lth-order powder TDS is
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given by
ITDSl(s) =
Nc
4s2
Z
s sphere
ITDSl(s)d
2s
=
Nc
4s2
f2e 2M
X
m
X
n
Z
s sphere
Exp[2i s  rmn]d2s Y
l
mn
l!
:
(5.57)
If sr is the vector ending at each observation point, s, and starting at the
nearest active reciprocal lattice point, shkl, the integrand in eq. 5.57 is
equal to Exp[2i sr  rmn]. For any fixed length sr, all vectors sr involved
in this integration will take most of the orientations relative to rmn, so we
can approximate and substitute the integrand by such mean [3]:
Exp[2i sr  rmn]  hExp[2i srrmn cos ]i2[0;]
=
1
4s2r
2Z
0
Z
0
Exp[2i srrmn cos ]s
2
r sin dd
= Sinc(2rmnsr);
(5.58)
where we have oriented the z-axis along rmn. In general, supposing that
the Bragg intensity is concentrated at the active reciprocal lattice points
shkl, the lth-order TDS intensity at s will be not null only if there is some
shkl such that [3, 6]:
shkl = s+
lX
i=1
gi; (5.59)
with the gi in the first Brillouin zone. This is called an l-phonons scat-
tering process. This means that the maximum distance sr in eq. 5.58
will be g0max = l gmax, according to our Brillouin zone model. Neverthe-
less, extending the TDS lth-order contributions until such distance from
the active reciprocal lattice points, will most likely overestimate the total
TDS intensity at any s. This is because the probability of an l-phonons
scattering process actually decrease with the increase of l, whereas our
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development here implicitly considers it as constant 3. To reach a compro-
mise between these two eﬀects we prefer to consider an average constant
extension g0max > gmax, as an additional model parameter for the higher
order TDS intensities (l > 2).
To solve the integral in eq. 5.57 we now use, as before, the intensity
around only one point of reciprocal space and multiply by its multiplicity
factor phkl:
ITDSl(s) =
Ncphkl
4s2
f2e 2M
X
m
X
n
ZZ
s
Exp[2i s  rmn]d2s Y
l
mn
l!
 Ncphkl
4s2
f2e 2M
X
m
X
n
ZZ
s
Sinc(2rmnx)d2s
Y lmn
l!
:
(5.60)
Here s is the intersection of the s-sphere and a hollow sphere of inner
radius gmin and outer radius g0max. The integral over s is solved as in
eq. 5.46 for s:
ZZ
s
Sinc(2rmnx)d2s =
2s
shkl
g0maxZ
xmin;l
Sinc(2rmnx)xdx
=
s
2r2mnshkl
[cos(2rmnxmin;l)  cos(2rmng0max)] ;
(5.61)
where xmin;l now is given by
xmin;l =
8<:js  shklj; for gmin 6 js  shklj 6 g0maxgmin; for js  shklj < gmin: (5.62)
3See for instance Warren’s treatment of the second order TDS at [3], p. 165-167.
Warren’s final expression for the second order TDS in reciprocal space (eq. 11.42) takes
into account the decrease in the probability of a two-phonons scattering process by
means of a function, hkl, depending on the volume of the intersection region between
two spheres of radius gmax.
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Table 5.1: Number of neighbors and radius (in units of unit cell) of the
inner coordination shells, for fcc and bcc metals.
shell 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
fcc mult. 12 6 24 12 24 8 48 6 36 24
radius [u.c] 1=
p
2 1
p
3=2
p
2
p
5=2
p
3
p
7=2 2 3=
p
2
p
5
bcc mult. 8 6 12 24 8 6 24 24 24 32
radius [u.c]
p
3=2 1
p
2
p
11=2
p
3 2
p
19=2
p
5
p
6 3
p
3=2
Substituting eq. 5.61 and 5.56 in eq. 5.60 we obtain
IhklTDSl(s) =
Ncphkl
2
A(s)l
l!
f2e 2M
s shkl

X
m
X
n

cos(2rmnxmin;l)  cos(2rmng0max)
(2rmn)2
 f(Ymn)V + (Ymn)S + (Ymn)Egl

:
(5.63)
The sum overm and n in eq. 5.63 can be transformed to a sum over the
coordination shells of each atom in the particle [3]. Calling mi the number
of neighbors at shell i, di its radius, and ignoring the sub-population of
near-surface atoms’ shells, we can write
X
m
X
n
cos(2rmnxmin;l)  cos(2rmng0max)
(2rmn)2
f(Ymn)V + (Ymn)S + (Ymn)Egl
=
X
m
1X
i=0
mi
cos(2dixmin;l)  cos(2dig0max)
(2di)2
f(Yi)V + (Yi)S + (Yi)Egl
=
X
m
g02max   x2min
2
f(Y0)V + (Y0)S + (Y0)Egl
+
X
m
1X
i=1

mi
cos(2dixmin;l)  cos(2dig0max)
(2di)2
 f(Yi)V + (Yi)S + (Yi)Egl

;
(5.64)
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where we have used the fact that m0 = 1 and
lim
di!0
cos(2dixmin;l)  cos(2dig0max)
(2di)2
=
g02max   x2min
2
: (5.65)
Replacing the sum over all atoms m in eq. 5.64 with a multiplication by
the number of atoms N of the particle, and substituting this in eq. 5.63,
we therefore obtain for the lth-order powder TDS:
IhklTDSl(s) =
Ncphkl
2
A(s)l
l!
f2e 2M
s shkl
N
g02max   x2min
2
[(Y0)V + (Y0)S + (Y0)E ]
l
+
1X
i=1
mi
cos(2dixmin;l)  cos(2dig0max)
(2di)2
[(Yi)V + (Yi)S + (Yi)E ]
l 	
:
(5.66)
Expression 5.66 is valid for shkl   g0max 6 s 6 shkl + g0max. Outside this
interval IhklTDSl(s) = 0. We can substitute the factor A(s) in eq 5.66 from
eq. 5.26 to obtain:
IhklTDSl(s) =
Ncphkl
2
(2M)l
l!
f2e 2M
s shkl
N

g02max   x2min
2
+
1X
i=1
mi
cos(2dixmin;l)  cos(2dig0max)
(2di)2

(Yi)V + (Yi)S + (Yi)E
(Y0)V + (Y0)S + (Y0)E
l
:
(5.67)
Equation 5.67 is equivalent to eq. 42 of Beyerlein et. al. [115], placing the
factor N outside the curly brackets and considering gmax = g0max in that
work.
As before, neglecting surface eﬀects reduces eq. 5.67 to the lth-order
powder TDS of monatomic macrocrystals of Warren (see [3], p. 196-198):
IhklTDSl(s) =
Ncphkl
2
(2M)l
l!
f2e 2M
s shkl
N

g02max   js  shklj2
2
+
1X
i=1
mi
cos(2dijs  shklj)  cos(2dig0max)
(2di)2

Si(2digmax)
2digmax
l
:
(5.68)
The number of atoms in each coordination shell (multiplicity), as well as
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their radius in unit cells for fcc and bcc metals, are shown in Table 5.1.
Summarizing, the total powder TDS intensity in this work will be given
by eqs. 5.48 and 5.67 as
ITDS(s) =
X
hkl
(
IhklTDS1(s) +
lmaxX
l=2
IhklTDSl(s)
)
: (5.69)
In practical cases we can consider lmax = 4 since higher order TDS con-
tributions will be much smaller, due to the factor l! in the denominator of
eq. 5.67 [115].
5.6 Powder TDS calculation from a
Molecular Dynamics vibration trajectory
Powder TDS patterns were computed using the powder average (eq. 2.42),
with the TDS intensity in reciprocal space given by eq. 2.35. Omitting the
number of atoms, taking the intensity in electron units, and approximating
the integral by a Riemann sum over N elements of equal area , we have:
ITDS(s) =
1
4s2
ZZ
s sphere
ITDS(s)d
2s  1
4s2
NX
i=1
ITDS(si)(si)
=

4s2
NX
i=1
 hjF(si)j2i   jhF(si)ij2
=
1
N
NX
i=1
 hjF(si)j2i   jhF(si)ij2:
(5.70)
The hi in this equation are time averages of the particle structure factor,
F, defined in eq. 2.3, which introduce the dynamic disorder caused by the
thermal vibrations:
F(si) = F(si; t) =
X
l
fl Exp[2i si Rl(t)]: (5.71)
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The trajectories Rl(t) of every atom are obtained from a Molecular Dy-
namics simulation, with the settings specified in section 4.7. Expanding
the exponential in eq. 5.71 it can be demonstrated that
hjF(s)j2i = hjF( s)j2i
jhF(s)ij2 = jhF( s)ij2:
(5.72)
Therefore, the computation of the square mean and mean square structure
factors in eq. 5.70 need to be done only for half of the si. Labeling as
sj those vectors on one side of a plane passing through the center of the
s-sphere, eq. 5.70 can therefore be written as
ITDS(s) =
1
2N
N=2X
j=1
 hjF(sj)j2i   jhF(sj)ij2: (5.73)
Note that considering only hjF(s)j2i in eq. 5.70 or 5.73, we obtain the total
diﬀracted powder intensity, carrying the eﬀects of thermal vibrations. Such
pattern will be equivalent to the mean of the patterns computed (with the
Debye equation) over the single snapshots composing the Molecular Dy-
namics trajectory of the particle. In the limit of infinitely small elements
of area (N !1, the sum transforms into an integral) they will be equal,
as can be deduced exchanging the sum and the average operations and
using eqs. 2.43 and 2.36. The convenience of choosing a discretization of
the s-sphere where all surface elements have equal area is evident from the
compact form of eq. 5.73. One way for attaining this is using the Hierar-
chical Equal Area and isoLatitude Pixelization of a sphere, HEALPix [124].
See Figure 5.2. This discretization procedure is specially designed for the
eﬃcient analysis of large data sets distributed on a spherical domain. The
discretization starts with twelve curvilinear quadrilateral pixels of equal
area, the base-resolution pixels. In each discretization step each pixel is
sub-divided into four smaller pixels of equal area, such that a hierarchi-
cal tree structure is obtained. Discretization steps are distinguished by
their resolution parameter, Nside, defining the number of divisions along
the base-resolution pixels. In each discretization step the total number
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n = 0; Nside = 1 n = 1; Nside = 2
n = 2; Nside = 4 n = 3; Nside = 8
Figure 5.2: Unit sphere surface tessalation with the HEALPix method, for
order parameter n = 0; 1; 2 and 3. For order n = 0, axes are shown as well
as the equatorial plane with a dashed line. Thicker lines delimit the base
resolution pixels in the four cases. See [124] for details.
of pixels will be 12N2side, and their area will be =(3N
2
side), considering
a sphere of unit radius. Pixels centers will be placed on rings of constant
latitude (constant  spherical coordinated) and on each ring they will be
equidistant in azimuth (constant separation in  spherical coordinate).
They are classified in polar caps pixels, having j cos j > 2=3, and equa-
torial belt pixels, having j cos j 6 2=3. Their positions will have mirror
symmetry respect to the equatorial plane, so only equations for pixels in
the north hemisphere and the equatorial plane need to be specified. These
equations are written in terms of a ring index, i, and a pixel-in-ring index,
j, specifying, respectively, the ring of the pixel and its rank inside the
ring. For the polar cap pixels in the north hemisphere, i will run from
1 to Nside   1, and j from 1 to four times the pixel’s ring index i. For
the equatorial belt pixels in the north hemisphere (excluding those in the
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equatorial plane), i will run from Nside to 2Nside   1, and j from 1 to
4Nside. Equatorial plane pixels will have i = 2Nside, and j running from
1 to 4Nside as well. With these limits, the spherical coordinates  2 [0; ]
and  2 [0; 2] of the pixels (their centers) will be given by [124]:
f; g =

arccos

1  i
2
3N2side

;

2i

j   1
2

; (5.74)
for the north polar cap pixels, and by
f; g =

arccos

4
3
  2i
3Nside

;

2Nside

j   Mod2[i Nside + 1]
2

;
(5.75)
for the north equatorial belt pixels and those in the the equatorial plane.
The function Mod2[x] returns the rest of the division of its argument by
two.
According to eq. 5.73 the powder TDS intensity, as well as the total
intensity, can be found computing only at the north polar cap, equatorial
belt and equatorial plane points. From what has been said above, this
amounts to
Ncomp =
12N2side   4Nside
2
+ 4Nside = 6N
2
side + 2Nside (5.76)
computation points. The area  subtended over a sphere of radius s by a
pixel over the unit sphere is given by
 =
s2
3N2side
: (5.77)
Therefore, to guarantee a tessaletion of the surface of a s-sphere with
elements of area equal or smaller than , it is needed a resolution parameter
Nside such that
Nside >
r
s2
3
: (5.78)
It is convenient to define an integer order parameter, n = 0; 1; 2; :::, such
that Nside = 2n. With this, the minimum tessalation order needed to
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discretize the surface of a sphere of radius s, with elements of area equal
or smaller than  is given by
n = Ceil

1
2
log2
s2
3

; (5.79)
and the corresponding number of computation point by
Ncomp(n) = Ncomp(; s) = 2
n+1(3 2n + 1)  22n+2: (5.80)
The Ceil[x] function in eq. 5.79 returns the smallest integer greater or
equal to its argument. From eq. 5.70 we can see that  has to be kept
small enough to ensure negligible errors in the approximation of the powder
integral with a Riemann sum. Not doing so may result in a considerable
underestimation of the total intensity near the Bragg peak positions. This
was indeed the criteria used in this work for choosing an appropriate res-
olution parameter in each case. Namely, the maximum area element 
was lowered until the total intensity computed with eq. 5.70, or 5.73, was
practically equal to that computed by means of the Debye equation over
the trajectory snapshots and then averaging over time. For the spherical
particles of diameter 12, 18 and 24 unit cells examined in the next section,
an area  = 4  10 4 Å 2 resulted good enough, whereas for those with
diameter 30 unit cells, an  = 1  10 4 Å 2 was needed, due to the in-
creased concentration of the Bragg intensity around the reciprocal lattice
points. Figure 5.3 show plots of the number of computation points in eq.
5.80 for these two values of . As can be seen, the number of computation
points in reciprocal space is very sensible to this parameter. Choosing a
proper value may easily result in more than 107 computation points, when
building a powder pattern with s between 0.2 and 2.0 Å 1, and a step of
0.002 Å 1 (a small step is also needed for well populated peak profiles).
Because of this, a parallel program implementing eq. 5.73 is highly recom-
mended. For the present thesis an Open MP program was written and ran
in single multi-cores nodes of the Italian supercomputing center, CINECA.
Last, it is worth mentioning that the methodology described above is
specially designed for the construction of powder patterns through the in-
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Figure 5.3: Number of computation points for  = 1  10 4 Å 2 (solid
line) and  = 1 10 4 Å 2 (dashed line). See text for details.
tegration of the intensity in reciprocal space. The intensity is computed
exactly at the integration points, and the HEALPix tessalation guarantees
a constant minimum density of them over the integration surface (sphere),
throughout all the s = 2 sin =. This is a key diﬀerence with other known
software which compute total [125, 126, 127, 107] and diﬀuse [8, 128] pow-
der intensity, but integrating a reciprocal space intensity map constructed
over a square homogeneous grid of points, or other not homogeneous over
the s-spheres.
5.7 Beyerlein et. al. TDS model test
In order to test Beyerlein et. al. TDS model [115], we computed the
powder TDS intensity as described in section 5.6 and compared against
eq. 5.69. We particularly examined the cases of Pd and Al spherical
particles of nominal diameter 12, 18, 24 and 30 unit cells. Results for Pd
and Al particles are shown in Figures 5.4 and 5.5, respectively. Table 5.2
summarizes the fits parameter values for both metals. To be able to fit
the data using Beyerlein’s original model, it was necessary to allow for
independent Debye-Waller parameters, Biso = M(s=2) 2 = 82hu2si (see
eq. 2.9), for each hkl TDS profile. This highlights an anisotropic behavior
of the powder TDS of nanoparticles that is not considered by Beyerlein’s
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
(e) (f)
Figure 5.4: Fits of the Pd particles TDS powder profile according to Bey-
erlein’s model, for particles diameter 12 (a), 18 (b), 24 (c) and 30 (d) unit
cells. The profile computed from the Molecular Dynamics simulation (see
section 4.7) is shown in blue whereas the model fit is shown in red in each
case. The trends of the lattice parameter and mean Biso are shown in (e),
in black (left ordinate axis) and gray (right ordinate axis), respectively.
The hkl-dependent Biso trend is shown in (f) for particles diameter 12
(red), 18 (green), 24 (blue), and 30 (gray) unit cells.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
(e) (f)
Figure 5.5: Fits of the Al particles TDS powder profile according to Bey-
erlein’s model, for particles diameter 12 (a), 18 (b), 24 (c) and 30 (d) unit
cells. The profile computed from the Molecular Dynamics simulation (see
section 4.7) is shown in blue whereas the model fit is shown in red in each
case. The trends of the lattice parameter and mean Biso are shown in (e),
in black (left ordinate axis) and gray (right ordinate axis), respectively.
The hkl-dependent Biso trend is shown in (f) for particles diameter 12
(red), 18 (green), 24 (blue), and 30 (gray) unit cells.
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Table 5.2: Parameters values from the TDS fits in Figures 5.4 and 5.5.
The Debye-Waller parameters are in square Anstrong. For the case of 18
u.c. of diameter the estimated standard deviation of the Biso;hkl is also
reported between brackets.
Pd Al
12 u.c. 18 u.c. 24 u.c. 30 u.c. 12 u.c. 18 u.c. 24 u.c. 30 u.c.
a [Å] 3.867 3.876 3.880 3.882 4.017 4.029 4.034 4.037
D [nm] 1.517 1.476 1.727 1.373 1.343 1.400 1.353 1.287
Biso 0.573 0.531 0.523 0.508 1.090 1.020 1.000 0.991
Biso;111 0.711 0.663 (0.012) 0.651 0.630 1.302 1.217 (0.073) 1.188 1.174
Biso;200 0.378 0.354 (0.017) 0.372 0.337 0.834 0.836 (0.113) 0.845 0.836
Biso;220 0.598 0.552 (0.008) 0.544 0.524 1.123 1.036 (0.077) 1.007 0.993
Biso;311 0.516 0.492 (0.020) 0.509 0.476 1.077 1.034 (0.177) 1.042 1.038
Biso;222 0.904 0.822 (0.077) 0.766 0.754 1.344 1.353 (0.693) 1.279 1.239
Biso;400 0.120 0.125 (0.050) 0.106 0.128 0.329 0.429 (0.410) 0.431 0.437
Biso;331 0.882 0.750 (0.065) 0.705 0.676 1.674 1.095 (0.760) 1.030 1.022
Biso;420 0.367 0.397 (0.047) 0.458 0.411 0.785 1.090 (0.803) 1.136 1.098
Biso;422 0.709 0.650 (0.093) 0.646 0.640 0.990 1.042 (1.007) 1.032 1.078
Biso;333 0.000 0.000 (0.331) 0.413 0.299 0.478 0.467 (1.032) 0.521 0.541
Biso;511 0.751 0.690 (0.348) 0.451 0.457 1.905 1.430 (2.218) 1.317 1.233
Biso;440 0.278 0.266 (0.123) 0.261 0.308 0.091 0.157 (0.731) 0.201 0.220
Biso;531 0.560 0.526 (0.130) 0.600 0.509 1.436 1.288 (1.801) 1.224 1.187
Biso;442 1.042 0.957 (18.27) 0.783 0.864 1.185 1.139 (140.7) 1.118 1.112
Biso;600 1.071 0.948 (73.58) 0.781 0.817 1.255 1.144 (557.1) 1.121 1.110
Biso;620 0.388 0.333 (0.109) 0.319 0.311 1.543 1.501 (2.403) 1.438 1.430
Biso;533 0.590 0.611 (0.452) 0.614 0.590 1.846 1.631 (1.702) 1.617 1.588
Biso;622 0.453 0.420 (0.249) 0.435 0.411 0.497 0.479 (0.601) 0.497 0.497
model. Nevertheless, the hkl anisotropy trend kept almost constant among
the studied cases of Pd particles, and among the Al particles as well, as
can be seen in Figures 5.4f (Pd) and 5.5f (Al). This further indicates
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a regularity yet to be explained. To keep the analysis simpler after the
previous approximation, g0max was considered equal to the fixed gmax.
With the allowance for hkl-dependent Debye-Waller parameters, the
model was able to give other fitting parameters values with physical sense,
both for Pd and Al particles. The lattice parameter approached the bulk
value in each case (3.89 Å for Pd and 4.0495 Å for Al) and the mean
Debye-Waller parameter decreased, when increasing particle diameter (see
Figures 5.4e and 5.5e). Both eﬀects are related to a lowering of the sur-
face to volume ratio. As discussed in section 4.1, relaxation of the particle
driven by atoms sub-coordination leads to a net shrinkage for most metals,
lowering the mean lattice parameter. Sub-coordinated atoms also vibrate
with larger amplitude [100], and thus the lowering of their fraction de-
creases the mean Debye-Waller parameter in each study case. For the case
of Al particles, on the other hand, this magnitude resulted higher than for
Pd particles, which is in correspondence with the diﬀerent Young mod-
ulus of these metals (70 GPa for Al and 121 GPa for Pd). The higher
the Young modulus of the material, the smaller the average amplitude
of atomic vibrations and therefore the isotropic Debye-Waller parameter
[100].
The relative spreading (relative standard deviation, X;r = X= X) of
the anisotropic Debye-Waller factors for the Pd and Al particles around
their mean values, also resulted in correspondence with the Zener ratio, Az,
of these two metals [110]. The nearer this magnitude is to 1, the nearer
a cubic material is isotropic in its elastic properties, and thus thermal
vibrations. Therefore, Al particles should exhibit a proportionally smaller
Biso;hkl;r, such that the inverse of its ratio to the same magnitude of
Pd particles is similar to Az(Pd)=Az(Al). Using the data of the first 4
peaks for the 18 unit cells diameter particles in Table 5.2, it was found
that Biso;hkl;r(Pd)=Biso;hkl;r(Al) = 1:7, whereas Az(Pd)=Az(Al) = 2:0.
Other peaks were not considered in this computation since they report
less reliable values of Biso;hkl, as can be seen from the larger standard
deviations in Table 5.2.
The profile of the 200 TDS peak in Figure 5.4 shows a clear splitting
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(a)
(b)
Figure 5.6: Reciprocal space maps of the TDS (left), Bragg (middle) and
the total (right) intensity, for the Pd nanoparticle of diameter 12 unit cells.
(a) plane x = y. (b) plane z = 0. The intensity is in electron units and
normalized by the number of atoms of the particle in this case (3559).
Frame axes are in inverse Anstrong.
of its maxima, as opposed to the other TDS peaks. To further investigate
this feature, TDS intensity maps in reciprocal space were constructed for
the Pd particles of 12 and 24 unit cells of diameter, for the planes (110),
or x = y, and (100), or z = 0. See Figures 5.6 and 5.7. It was found that
such feature is due to the interplay between the particular TDS intensity
distribution in reciprocal space at each hkl, and the way the (powder)
integration s-sphere crosses them. As can be seen in Figures 5.6 and 5.7,
both 111 and 200 points have a split TDS intensity distribution, but with
diﬀerent orientations respect to the tangent of the integration sphere. For
point 111 the “intensity valley” is crossed transversally by the s-sphere
and therefore the decrease of the intensity at the middle is compensated
during the integration. For point 200, on the other hand, the intensity
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(a)
(b)
Figure 5.7: Reciprocal space maps of the TDS (left), Bragg (middle) and
the total (right) intensity, for the Pd nanoparticle of diameter 24 unit cells.
(a) plane x = y. (b) plane z = 0. The intensity is in electron units and
normalized by the number of atoms of the particle in this case (28867).
Frame axes are in inverse Anstrong.
valley is crossed longitudinally and therefore no compensation occurs after
integration. This results in a bicuspid TDS peak. Such fine features are
missed by the simplified analytical model studied here. Nevertheless, the
cross sections in Figure 5.6 and 5.7 rather support the idea of vibration
mode wavevectors confinement, taken into account by the model through
a hollow spherical Brillouin zone at each hkl. These zones are shown to
be not spherical in Figures 5.6 and 5.7 and not completely hollow, since
the intensity exactly at the hkl positions is not null. Nevertheless, the
mentioned Brillouin zone approximation seems still plausible.
In general, more work is necessary to understand the details of the TDS,
and the nature of its anisotropic behavior in powder patterns of nanopar-
ticles. As shown above, the use of the Born-von Kármán theory of lattice
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dynamics with the sole addition of more suitable VDOS for nanoparticles,
leads to a model unable to follow the anisotropic behavior of the TDS at
this scale. Allowing for independent Debye-Waller parameters a-posteriori
adds enough flexibility to the model to fit the simulated patterns. Such
approach, nevertheless, derives from the known elastic properties of bulk
crystals which, again, can not be the main or only properties used to
study crystals at the nanoscale. It is expected that the validity of the
model improves when increasing particle size and the need of anisotropic
Biso become less necessary. With larger particles, the BVK theory will be
more suitable and expressions will converge to the well established ones in
Warren’s treatment of the TDS [3].
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Chapter 6
Invariant forms of microstrain
Strain has a marked eﬀect on diﬀraction, which manifests itself in diﬀerent
ways. The most evident is the displacement of Bragg peaks caused by a
uniform variation of the interplanar distances through a macroscopic por-
tion of a solid phase component. This eﬀect can be used to measure the
macrostrain to a high level of sensitivity, and is the basis of the so-called
X-ray residual stress analysis [129, 130]. In addition to macrostrain, inho-
mogeneous strain is often present in bulk as well as in powder materials,
where it is responsible for diﬀraction peak broadening eﬀects [131, 3]. This
microstrain is typical of plastically deformed metals, but is also found in
ceramics and in organics, in thin films and coatings [132, 133], and is a
key feature of nanocrystals where it results from the diﬀerent coordination
and environment of surface atoms [26, 109, 18].
Strain usually varies along diﬀerent hkl directions. But since some of
them are equivalent because of the point group symmetry of the crystal,
also the strain must be the same along them. This led Popa [2] to generalize
a result obtained by Stokes & Wilson for the cubic case in a seminal article
on the diﬀraction of X-rays by distorted crystal aggregates [15]. According
to Popa’s study, the anisotropic eﬀect of microstrain on the diﬀraction line
broadening can be described by invariant forms of Miller indices. These
are quartic polynomials, invariant to the symmetry operations of the Laue
class of the crystalline phase.
The use of polynomials forms of the Miller indices is common to diﬀer-
ent models of microstrain, either specific of some defect, like dislocations
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[134], surface [18] or compositional eﬀects [135], or just in empirical de-
scriptions of the line broadening eﬀect [2, 136, 97]. Although the general
concept of invariant has been described in the cited literature, some confu-
sion in practical implementations arises from errors or missing information
in published expressions. In what follows, we provide a complete list of
invariant expressions for all Laue classes, also considering diﬀerent crystal-
lographic settings (e.g., unique axis in the monoclinic class and hexagonal
vs rhombohedral cell).
6.1 Microstrain eﬀect on line broadening
Inhomogeneity of atomic displacement in crystalline domains, often named
microstrain for briefness, aﬀects the width and shape of the diﬀraction line
profiles. As shown in eqs. 3.51, within the limits of reasonable approxima-
tions, the real part of the Fourier Transform (FT) of the diﬀraction peak
profile due to inhomogeneous strain, can be written in terms of the mean
square strain h2hkl(L)i = hL2hkl(L)i=L2 as
MDhkl(L) = Exp[ 22s2hklhL2hkl(L)i] = Exp[ 22s2hklL2h2hkl(L)i]:
(6.1)
where L is the distance over which the distortion is examined, projected
in the hkl direction inside the domain. If the mean strain hhkl(L)i is
null for any L, as in cold-worked metals [95, 137], the square strain equals
the variance of the strain distribution pL(hkl)1. Popular methods of Line
Profile Analysis (PLA) employing Fourier analysis are based on eq. 6.1
for the real component of the FT, while it is assumed that the imaginary
component, NDhkl(L), is null or negligible [95, 137]. This assumption is
often acceptable, as in the theory of Krivoglaz-Wilkens on line broadening
caused by dislocations in polycrystalline materials [138, 139, 140, 141], but
is not generally valid, as seen in Chapter 4 for the case of surface relaxation
of nanocrystals [18].
1For any random variable X with a defined probability density function, it holds
that var(X) = hX2i   hXi2.
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Equation 6.1 is strictly correct only if the distribution pL is Gaussian for
every distance L [137, 3]. Even if this hypothesis is diﬃcult to occur exactly
in real cases, eq. 6.1 still holds its validity as an approximation independent
of the distribution, as far as the values of Lhkl(L) (or hkl(L)) are small
(i.e. pL being a narrow distribution with mean near zero). Moreover,
diﬀerently from the early work of Stokes & Wilson [15], the distributions,
and thus their moments (mean, mean square, variance ecc.) need not
to be constant with L, which adds flexibility and possibility to describe
diﬀerent strain sources. As shown by Wilkens [140], deviations from the
hypotheses underlying eq. 6.1 occur for the case of dislocation strain field,
but all the same, in simplified form, the expression can be used for the
level of approximations in the general theory.
Models implementing eq. 6.1 to describe the diﬀraction peak profile
have shown that the hkl dependence can be singled out in a “Contrast
Factor” term, Chkl, such that
hL2hkl(L)i = Chklf(L): (6.2)
Chkl is also called “anisotropy factor”, depending on the context. Stokes &
Wilson [15] and then Popa [2], for example, proposed expressions equiva-
lent to eq. 6.2 assuming a constant (i.e., independent of L) strain h2hkli,
and thus having f(L) = L2. In simplified form [142], also Wilkens model
for dislocation strain broadening uses eq. 6.2 with
f(L) = (1=)(b=2)2L2f(L=Re); (6.3)
where b is the modulus of the Burgers vector for the given slip system, 
the average dislocation density and Re the eﬀective outer cut-oﬀ radius.
f is a known function of L=Re, the so-called Wilkens function [140]. In
this case, given the elastic constants and the slip system, Chkl can be
calculated for any crystal symmetry [134], so that eq. 6.2 can be used
in eq. 6.1 to determine  and Re, and even to guess the (edge/screw)
character of the dislocations.
But the validity of eq. 6.2 extends to more general cases, where the
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source of strain broadening is diﬀerent, or not uniquely associated with a
dominant defect type. As far as the main source of anisotropy is the elastic
medium, eq. 6.2 can be adopted with Chkl being the L-independent mean
square strain of Popa [2] (an invariant form of the Miller indices), and f(L)
given by a polynomial expansion, like f(L) = aL+ bL2 in the Popa-Adler-
Houska (PAH) model [109, 97]. Coeﬃcients in the invariant and in f(L)
can be adjusted to fit the data using the FT of eq. 6.1, a procedure that
proved successful in a rather broad variety of experimental cases (e.g., see
[143] for recent results).
In all the applications mentioned so far it is fundamental to use the
proper invariant form for the corresponding crystal structure, supporting
the required choice of axes and crystal system.
6.2 Invariant forms for strain anisotropy
Fallowing Popa [2] the mean square strain of the strain distribution along
[hkl] is given by
h2hkli =
 hkl
a4s4hkl
; (6.4)
with
 hkl = E400h
4 + E040k
4 + E004l
4 + 2(E220h
2k2 + E022k
2l2 + E202h
2l2)
+ 4(E310h
3k + E301h
3l + E130hk
3 + E031k
3l + E103hl
3 + E013kl
3)
+ 4(E211h
2kl + E121hk
2l + E112hkl
2):
(6.5)
The Es in this equation are refinable parameters, whereas a is the first
unit cell parameter and shkl is the modulus of the reciprocal lattice vector
corresponding to the hkl reflection. As mentioned before, Popa assumed
an L-independent mean square strain, so from eq. 6.2 f(L) = L2, and the
contrast factor is equal to the L-independent mean square strain:
Chkl =
 hkl
a4s4hkl
: (6.6)
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The coeﬃcients in eq. 6.5, the so called “invariant term”, conveniently
remind the powers of h,k, and l in the terms they correspond to. The
invariant term takes a diﬀerent form according to the Laue class corre-
sponding to the space group of the crystal under study, and the used
setting for the crystal axes. In what follows we show these expressions
using the conventional crystal axes and origin for each crystal system, as
reported in the International Tables of Crystallography [144], as well as us-
ing non-conventional axes. This variety of choices has never been reported
in the literature, and some of the expressions given by Popa [2] might gen-
erate confusion, for typing errors and missing information regarding the
crystallographic setting they refer to. We will use short coeﬃcient names,
after some of the coeﬃcients in eq. 6.5 vanish due to the symmetry rules
in each case.
6.2.1 Triclinic crystal system (S.G. 1,2)
The two space groups have Laue class 1 and the invariant expression for
them is the most general one given by eq. 6.5, since there are no symmetry
restrictions:
 hkl = E1h
4 + E2k
4 + E3l
4 + 2(E4h
2k2 + E5k
2l2 + E6h
2l2)
+ 4(E7h
3k + E8h
3l + E9hk
3 + E10k
3l + E11hl
3 + E12kl
3)
+ 4(E13h
2kl + E14hk
2l + E15hkl
2):
(6.7)
6.2.2 Monoclinic crystal system (S.G. 3-15)
All space groups have Laue class 2=m, with the two fold axis oriented
along b or c, depending on the used setting. The invariant expression for
the unique axis b setting is:
 hkl = E1h
4 + E2k
4 + E3l
4 + 2
 
E4h
2l2 + E5k
2l2 + E6h
2k2

+ 4
 
E7h
3l + E8hl
3 + E9hk
2l

;
(6.8)
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whereas that for the unique axis c setting is:
 hkl = E1h
4 + E2k
4 + E3l
4 + 2
 
E4h
2k2 + E5k
2l2 + E6h
2l2

+ 4
 
E7h
3k + E8hk
3 + E9hkl
2

:
(6.9)
Expression 6.9 is equal to expression (7) of [2], i.e. in that study the author
actually refers to the unique axis c setting.
6.2.3 Orthorhombic crystal system (S.G. 16-74)
All space groups have Laue class mmm, in the common standard setting.
The invariant form is:
 hkl = E1h
4 + E2k
4 + E3l
4 + 2
 
E4h
2k2 + E5k
2l2 + E6h
2l2

: (6.10)
Equation 6.10 is equal to eq. 8 of [2], where the author labels the Laue
class as 2=mmm.
6.2.4 Tetragonal crystal system (S.G. 75-142)
Space groups 75-88 have Laue class 4=m, and those No. 89-142 have
4=mmm. The standard setting is used for all of them. The invariant form
for the space groups having Laue class 4=m is:
 hkl = E1
 
h4 + k4

+E2l
4+2E3h
2k2+2E4l
2
 
h2 + k2

+4E5hk
 
h2   k2 ;
(6.11)
and for those having Laue class 4=mmm it is:
 hkl = E1
 
h4 + k4

+ E2l
4 + 2E3h
2k2 + 2E4l
2
 
h2 + k2

: (6.12)
Expressions 6.11 and 6.12 are equal to expressions (9) and (10) of [2]
respectively, labeled under the same Laue class symbols.
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6.2.5 Trigonal crystal system (S.G. 143-167)
Space groups 143-148 have Laue class 3, and those No. 149-167 have
3m. For all space groups having Laue class 3 the following invariant form
is correct when using hexagonal axes fa;b; cg in the common standard
setting ( = 120):
 hkl = E1
 
h2   hk + k22 + 2E2l2  h2   hk + k2+ E3l4 + 4E4hkl(h  k)
+ 4E5l
 
h3   3hk2 + k3 :
(6.13)
When using the non standard setting with  = 60 (crystal axes changes
as fa+ b;b; cg) the correct form is instead:
 hkl = E1
 
h2 + hk + k2
2
+ 2E2l
2
 
h2 + hk + k2

+ E3l
4
+
4
3
E4l
 
h3 + 3h2k   k3+ 4
3
E5l
  h3 + 3hk2 + k3 : (6.14)
If on the other hand rhombohedral axes are used (space groups 146 and
148 only), also in the conventional way, the invariant takes the form:
 hkl = E1
 
h4 + k4 + l4

+ 2E2
 
h2k2 + k2l2 + h2l2

+ 4E3
 
h3k + k3l + hl3

+ 4E4
 
h3l + hk3 + kl3

+ 4E5hkl(h+ k + l):
(6.15)
Equation 6.14 matches eq. 11 of [2], whereas eq. 6.15 matches equation 12
of [2], labeled under the Laue class symbol 3R, provided variable names are
changed as E3 ! E4, E4 ! E5 and E5! E3. This choice of coeﬃcient
names allows for a better agreement with the general invariant expression
in eq. 6.5, where the cubic powers appear before to the terms having h, k
and l, one of them squared.
For space groups having Laue class 3m attention should be paid to
the orientation of the two-fold axis (s.g. 149-155) or mirror/glide plane
(s.g. 156-167). Space groups 150, 152, 154, 155, 156, 158, 160, 161, 164,
165, 166 and 167 have these symmetry elements in the second position
and therefore oriented along f100g in the standard hexagonal axes setting
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( = 120). For them the invariant takes the form:
 hkl = E1
 
h2   hk + k22+2E2l2  h2   hk + k2+E3l4+4E4hkl(h k):
(6.16)
If we use the hexagonal setting with  = 60 the expression to be used is
instead
 hkl = E1
 
h2 + hk + k2
2
+2E2l
2
 
h2 + hk + k2

+E3l
4+4E4hkl(h+k):
(6.17)
Equation 6.17 is equal to eq. 15 in [2], where it was wrongly reported under
the Laue class 31m, i.e., corresponding to space groups 149, 151, 153, 157,
159, 162 and 163, having the twofold rotation axis or mirror/glide plane
in the third position.
Space groups 155, 160, 161, 166 and 167 support also a rhombohedral
lattice. If the standard rhombohedral setting is used for them, eqs 6.16
and 6.17 are replaced by:
 hkl = E1
 
h4 + k4 + l4

+ 2E2
 
h2k2 + k2l2 + h2l2

+ 4E3
 
hk
 
h2 + k2

+ kl
 
k2 + l2

+ hl
 
h2 + l2

+ 4E4hkl(h+ k + l):
(6.18)
Exchanging E3 and E4 in eq. 6.18 (for the same reason as in eq. 6.15)
gives correspondence with eq. 14 of [2], labeled under Laue class 3m1R.
Space groups 149, 151, 153, 157, 159, 162 and 163 have the two-fold
rotation axis or mirror/glide plane in the third position (oriented along
f110g) and only allow for a hexagonal cell. With the setting  = 120 the
form of the invariant for they is:
 hkl = E1
 
h2   hk + k22 + 2E2l2  h2   hk + k2+ E3l4
+ E4l
 
4h3   6h2k   6hk2 + 4k3 ; (6.19)
whereas for the setting  = 60 it is
 hkl = E1
 
h2 + hk + k2
2
+ 2E2l
2
 
h2 + hk + k2

+ E3l
4
+
4
3
E4l
 
2h3 + 3h2k   3hk2   2k3 : (6.20)
120
Equation 6.20 is equal to eq. 13 of [2], although in that study it is wrongly
reported under the Laue class symbol 3m1, i.e. corresponding to space
groups 150, 152, 154, 155, 156, 158, 160, 161, 164, 165, 166 and 167, having
the two fold rotation axis or mirror/glide plane in the second position.
Therefore, the present work suggests that eqs. 13 and 15 of [2] should be
swapped, and referred to the non-standard hexagonal setting fa+b;b; cg
for the crystal axes ( = 60).
6.2.6 Hexagonal crystal system (S.G. 168-194)
Space groups 168-176 have Laue class 6=m, whereas those No. 177-194
have Laue class 6=mmm. For all of them the correct invariant expression
in the standard hexagonal setting of  = 120 is:
 hkl = E1
 
h2   hk + k22 + 2E2l2  h2   hk + k2+ E3l4: (6.21)
For the setting with  = 60 the correct expression is instead:
 hkl = E1
 
h2 + hk + k2
2
+ 2E2l
2
 
h2 + hk + k2

+ E3l
4: (6.22)
Equation 6.22, with the non-standard hexagonal axes, is equal to eq. 16
of [2].
6.2.7 Cubic crystal system (S.G. 195-230)
Space groups 195-206 have Laue class m3, whereas those No. 207-230 have
Laue class m3m. For all cubic groups, when using the standard setting,
the invariant form reads:
 hkl = E1
 
h4 + k4 + l4

+ 2E2
 
h2k2 + h2l2 + k2l2

; (6.23)
which is equal to eq. 17 of [2].
Tables 6.1 and 6.2 summarize the coeﬃcients of all invariant forms
mentioned above for the diﬀerent crystal systems and settings. “O” stands
for coeﬃcients missing for symmetry, whereas rules are specified when a
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coeﬃcient depends on others. Table 6.3 provides a direct conversion to
the alternative Ehkl notation. Last, a TOPAS macro called getInvariant
is shown in Figures 6.1 and 6.2, which returns  hkl given the space group
and the number of independent coeﬃcients Ei [97].
Table 6.1: Coeﬃcients of the invariant form of the Miller indices in eq.
6.5, for the diﬀerent Laue classes. Independent terms are indicated (X)
together with those null for symmetry (0), and those related to others
independent coeﬃcients. (Part 1 of 2.)
Laue class setting Id E400 E040 E004 E220 E202 E022 E310
1 std. 1 X X X X X X X
2=m
u.a. b 2 X X X X X X 0
u.a. c 3 X X X X X X X
mmm std. 4 X X X X X X 0
4=m std. 5 X E400 X X X E202 X
4=mmm std. 6 X E400 X X X E202 0
3
hex. std. 7 X E400 X 3 E400/2 X E202 -E400/2
hex. 60 8 X E400 X 3 E400/2 X E202 E400/2
rhomb. 9 X E400 E400 X E220 E220 X
3m
3m1
hex. std. 10 X E400 X 3 E400/2 X E200 -E400/2
hex. std. 11 X E400 X 3 E400/2 X E200 E400/2
rhomb. 12 X E400 E400 X E220 E220 X
31m
hex. std. 13 X E400 X 3 E400/2 X E220 -E400/2
hex. 60 14 X E400 X 3 E400/2 X E220 E400/2
6=m, 6=mmm
hex. std. 15 E400 X E400 3 E400/2 X E200 -E400/2
hex. 60 16 E400 X E400 3 E400/2 X E200 E400/2
m3, m3m std. 17 X E400 E400 X E220 E220 0
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Table 6.2: Coeﬃcients of the invariant form of the Miller indices in eq. 6.5,
for the diﬀerent Laue classes (Part 2 of 2). The following auxiliary defini-
tions are used: A=-E211-3 E301, B=(E211-E121)/3, C=(E121-E211)/3.
Id E301 E130 E031 E103 E013 E211 E121 E112
1 X X X X X X X X
2 X 0 0 X 0 0 X 0
3 0 X 0 0 0 0 0 X
4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
5 0 -E310 0 0 0 0 0 0
6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
7 X -E400/2 E301 0 0 X A -E202/2
8 B E400/2 C 0 0 X X E202/2
9 X E301 E310 E310 E301 X E211 E211
10 0 -E400/2 0 0 0 X -E211 -E202/2
11 0 E400/2 0 0 0 X E211 E202/2
12 E310 E310 E310 E310 E310 X E211 E211
13 X -E400/2 E301 0 0 -3 E301/2 -3 E301/2 -E202/2
14 2 E211/3 E400/2 -2 E211/3 0 0 X -E211 E202/2
15 0 -E400/2 0 0 0 0 0 -E202/2
16 0 E400/2 0 0 0 0 0 E202/2
17 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
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Table 6.3: Conversion from the Ei to the Ehkl coeﬃcient notation, for all
Laue classes and diﬀerent settings listed in Tables 6.1 and 6.2.
Id Transformation rules
1
E400=E1, E040=E2, E004=E3, E220=E4, E022=E5, E202=E6,
E310=E7, E301=E8, E130=E9, E031=E10, E103=E11, E013=E12,
E211=E13, E121=E14, E112=E15
2 E040=E2, E004=E3, E202=E4, E400=E1, E022=E5, E220=E6,E301=E7, E103=E8, E121=E9
3 E040=E2, E004=E3, E220=E4, E400=E1, E022=E5, E202=E6,E310=E7, E130=E8, E112=E9
4 E040=E2, E004=E3, E220=E4, E400=E1, E022=E5, E202=E6
5 E004=E2, E220=E3, E202=E4, E400=E1, E310=E5
6 E004=E2, E220=E3, E202=E4, E400=E1
7 E202=E2, E004=E3, E211=E4, E400=E1, E301=E5
8 E202=E2, E004=E3, E211=E4, E400=E1, E121=E5
9 E220=E2, E310=E3, E301=E4, E400=E1, E211=E5
10 E202=E2, E004=E3, E211=E4, E400=E1
11 E202=E2, E004=E3, E211=E4, E400=E1
12 E220=E2, E310=E3, E211=E4, E400=E1
13 E202=E2, E004=E3, E301=E4, E400=E1
14 E202=E2, E004=E3, E211=E4, E400=E1
15 E202=E2, E004=E3, E400=E1
16 E202=E2, E004=E3, E400=E1
17 E220=E2, E400=E1
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macro getInvariant(sg, E1, E2, E3, E4, E5, E6, E7, E8, E9, E10, E11, E12,
E13, E14, E15) {
#if Or(sg == 1, sg == 2); ’Triclinic, -1
E1*H^4+E2*K^4+E3*L^4+2*(E4*H*H*K*K+E5*K*K*L*L+E6*H*H*L*L)+
4*(E7*(H^3)*K+E8*(H^3)*L+E9*H*(K^3)+E10*(K^3)*L+E11*H*(L^3)+
E12*K*(L^3) + E13*H*H*K*L + E14*H*K*K*L + E15*H*K*L*L)
#elseif And(sg >= 3, sg <= 15); ’Monoclinic, 2/m
If (And(Constant(Get(al))==90,Constant(Get(ga))==90), ’unique axis b
E1*H^4 + E2*K^4 + E3*L^4 + 2*(E4*H*H*L*L + E5*K*K*L*L+E6*H*H*K*K)+
4*(E7*(H^3)*L + E8*H*(L^3) + E9*H*K*K*L),
If(And(Constant(Get(al))==90,Constant(Get(be))==90),’unique axis c
E1*H^4 + E2*K^4 + E3*L^4 + 2*(E4*H*H*K*K + E5*K*K*L*L +
E6*H*H*L*L) + 4*(E7*(H^3)*K + E8*H*(K^3) + E9*H*K*L*L),
"Invalid Monoclinic lattice parameters"
)
)
#elseif And(sg >= 16, sg <= 74); ’Orthorhombic, mmm
E1*H^4 + E2*K^4 + E3*L^4 + 2*(E4*H*H*K*K + E5*K*K*L*L + E6*H*H*L*L)
#elseif And(sg >= 75, sg <= 88); ’Tetragonal, 4/m
E1*(H^4 + K^4) + E2*L^4 + 2*E3*H*H*K*K + 2*E4*(H*H + K*K)*L*L +
4*E5*H*K*(H*H - K*K)
#elseif And(sg >= 89, sg <= 142); ’Tetragonal, 4/mmm
E1*(H^4 + K^4) + E2*L^4 + 2*E3*H*H*K*K + 2*E4*(H*H + K*K)*L*L
#elseif And(sg >= 143, sg <= 148); ’Trigonal, -3
#if Or(sg == 146, sg == 148); ’Trigonal space groups supporting
’also rhombohedral axes
If (Constant(Get(ga)) == 120,
E1*(H*H - H*K + K*K)^2 + 2*E2*(H*H - H*K + K*K)*L*L + E3*L^4
+ 4*E5*(H^3 - 3*H*K*K + (K^3))*L + 4*E4*H*(H - K)*K*L,
If (Constant(Get(ga)) == 60,
E1*(H*H + H*K + K*K)^2 + 2*E2*L*L*(H*H + H*K + K*K) +
E3*L^4 + (4/3)*E4*L*(H^3 + 3*H*H*K - K^3) +
(4/3)*E5*L*(-H^3 + 3*H*K*K + K^3), ’ 60deg
E1*(H^4 + K^4 + L^4) + 2*E2*(H*H*K*K + H*H*L*L +
K*K*L*L) + 4*E3*((H^3)*K + (K^3)*L + H*(L^3)) +
*E4*(H*(K^3) + (H^3)*L + K*(L^3))+ 4*E5*H*K*L*(H + K + L)
)
)
#else
If (Constant(Get(ga)) == 120,
E1*(H*H - H*K + K*K)^2 + 2*E2*(H*H - H*K + K*K)*L*L + E3*L^4
+ 4*E5*(H^3 - 3*H*K*K + (K^3))*L + 4*E4*H*(H - K)*K*L,
E1*(H*H + H*K + K*K)^2 + 2*E2*L*L*(H*H + H*K + K*K) + E3*L^4
(4/3)*E4*L*(H^3+3*H*H*K-K^3)+(4/3)*E5*L*(-H^3+3*H*K*K+K^3) ’60
)
#endif
Figure 6.1: TOPAS macro getInvariant, providing Popa’s invariant ac-
cording to the space group. (Part 1 of 2.)
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#elseif And(sg >= 149, sg <= 167); ’Trigonal, -3m
#if Or(sg ==150, sg ==152, sg ==154, sg ==155, sg ==156, sg ==158,
sg ==160,sg ==161,sg==164,sg==165,sg==166,sg==167); ’Trigonal, -3m1
#if Or(sg==155,sg==160,sg==161,sg==166,sg==167); ’Trigonal
’space groups supporting also rhombohedral axes
If (Constant(Get(ga)) == 120,
E1*(H*H - H*K + K*K)^2 + 2*E2*L*L*(H*H - H*K + K*K) + E3*L^4
+ 4*E4*H*K*L*(H - K),
If (Constant(Get(ga)) == 60,
E1*(H*H + H*K + K*K)^2 + 2*E2*L*L*(H*H + H*K + K*K) +
E3*L^4 + 4*E4*H*K*L*(H + K), ’ 60deg
E1*(H^4 + K^4 + L^4) + 2*E2*(H*H*K*K + H*H*L*L +
K*K*L*L) + 4*E3*(H*K*(H*H + K*K) + H*L*(H*H + L*L) +
K*L*(K*K + L*L)) + 4*E4*H*K*L*(H + K + L)
)
)
#else
If (Constant(Get(ga)) == 120,
E1*(H*H - H*K + K*K)^2 + 2*E2*L*L*(H*H - H*K + K*K) + E3*L^4
+ 4*E4*H*K*L*(H - K),
E1*(H*H + H*K + K*K)^2 + 2*E2*L*L*(H*H + H*K + K*K) + E3*L^4
+ 4*E4*H*K*L*(H + K) ’ 60deg
)
#endif
#else ’Trigonal, -31m
If (Constant(Get(ga)) == 120,
E1*(H*H - H*K + K*K)^2 + 2*E2*L*L*(H*H - H*K + K*K) + E3*L^4
+ E4*L*(4*(H^3) - 6*H*H*K - 6*H*K*K + 4*(K^3)),
E1*(H*H + H*K + K*K)^2 + 2*E2*L*L*(H*H + H*K + K*K) + E3*L^4
+ (4/3)*E4*L*(2*(H^3) + 3*H*H*K - 3*H*K*K - 2*(K^3)) ’ 60deg
)
#endif
#elseif And(sg >= 168, sg <= 194); ’Hexagonal, 6/m and 6/mmm
If (Constant(Get(ga)) == 120,
E1*(H*H - H*K + K*K)^2 + 2*E2*L*L*(H*H - H*K + K*K) + E3*L^4,
E1*(H*H + H*K + K*K)^2 + 2*E2*L*L*(H*H+H*K+K*K) + E3*L^4 ’ 60deg
)
#elseif And(sg >= 195, sg <= 230); ’Cubic, m-3 and m-3m
E1*(H^4 + K^4 + L^4) + 2*E2*(H*H*K*K + H*H*L*L + K*K*L*L)
#else
#endif
}
Figure 6.2: TOPAS macro getInvariant, providing Popa’s invariant ac-
cording to the space group. (Part 2 of 2.)
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Chapter 7
Conclusions
Diﬀraction from real materials will always reflect the disorder present in
the crystalline structure, both static and dynamic. In this thesis we have
shown how these types of disorder have separated eﬀects on powder pat-
terns, which originate from the diﬀerences in their intensity distribution in
reciprocal space. The work that has been shown leads us to the following
conceptual and practical conclusions.
In the description of static and dynamic disorder we have followed two
distinct approaches. For the static disorder we opted for the WPPM ap-
proach. We saw how it translates any kind of intensity distribution in
reciprocal space into mean values of projected length variations, entering
directly in the expressions for the powder peak profile. The projected
length variations then become the expressions needed by models trying to
build peak profiles related to physical phenomena, like the Surface Relax-
ation treated here. With regard to the dynamic disorder, on the other
hand, we worked out the intensity distribution in reciprocal space due to
thermal vibrations, adopting physical models at this stage. The models
were first the Born-von Kármán theory of lattice dynamics, then the De-
bye lattice model, and last an extension to account for the peculiarities
of thermal vibrations in nanoparticles. We worked out the expression of
the intensity distribution in reciprocal space, as far as it was possible to
use it to integrate the powder average expression. Both approaches lead
to profiles depending on parameters with physical meaning, but the sec-
ond one has the disadvantage of requiring new analytical work whenever
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a diﬀerent lattice dynamics model is assumed, for instance. It would be
very useful to have a TDS powder profile expression depending on one or
more magnitudes embodying the peculiarities of thermal vibrations in a
particle, regardless the lattice dynamics model used, in the same way the
projected length variations embody the lattice distortions in the WPPM
(Bragg) profile expressions.
From the practical point of view we would like to first highlight the
generality of the methodology followed in Chapter 4 to deduce WPPM
peak profiles expressions, for the Surface Relaxation phenomena. That
methodology could be used as well for other phenomena causing a lattice
distortion, as far as the latter can be characterized by some continuous
and smooth displacement field. The quality of the profiles obtained in this
way is expected to depend on the quality of the assumed displacement
field. The key is choosing a realistic displacement field, but that allow at
the same time obtaining compact, and/or easy to implement, expressions
of the mean and square mean projected length variation. Unfortunately,
this was not the case in this thesis. We obtained very long and complex
expressions for the PLVs, even after choosing a very simple displacement
field. Future works following this approach could try using more realistic
displacement fields, supporting for physical simplifications in the analyti-
cal work without aﬀecting too much the final profile. Some displacements
fields candidates can be derived from this work though. First, one could
solve the elastostatic problem of an elastically anisotropic body subject to
hydrostatic pressure, to obtain a somehow physically biased displacement
field of a nanoparticle. Special elastic constants would be justified in this
case, as it is known that elastic properties change in the nanoscale. Sec-
ondly, and possibly the best option due to the lack of a proper theory, one
could try to do a parametrization of the atomic displacements, obtained
from atomistic simulations. These simulations could be tuned as far as
necessary to match real experimental cases. In the first case the fitting pa-
rameters would still have a physical meaning, whereas in the second they
would just characterize the displacement field inside the particle. These
two approaches are expected to have particular influence on the obtained
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values for the eﬀective hydrostatic pressure upon a nanoparticle, in a the
diﬀraction pattern modelling. The reason is that, with the deformation
field proposed in this work for the Surface Relaxation phenomena, atoms
do not interact when displaced from their bulk positions. Therefore, the
particle can reach the distorted state needed to fit well a diﬀraction pattern
with a considerably lower external pressure.
Related to the dynamic properties of nanoparticles addressed in Chap-
ter 5, we have illustrated the limitations of current models of Thermal Dif-
fuse Scattering, when used with nanoparticles. In all the studied cases it
was necessary to use additional anysotropic factors (Debye-Waller param-
eters) to make the model fit the simulated TDS pattern. The need of this
modification can be due, firstly, to all the simplifications involved in the
assumed Debye lattice model. Assuming it, we have completely neglected
the dispersion of vibration modes, as well as any kind of anisotropic be-
havior of them. This could be determined experimentally instead, as well
as the vibrational density of states, by means of inelastic scattering of X-
ray or neutrons measurements. A better estimate of the distribution of
TDS intensity in reciprocal space could be obtained in this way, through
the calculation of a more accurate density of phonon wave vectors from the
experimental data. In addition, we have neglected anharmonicity in the
thermal vibrations. All these are eﬀects clearly present in a real crystal
and the extent of their influence in the TDS intensity of nanoparticle needs
further studies. We have also actually used the ideal TDS as termed in
[123], i.e., we have ignored the fact that the real TDS intensity profile is a
convolution with the Bragg-only profile. The importance of this convolu-
tion operation increases with nanoparticles, as the Bragg profiles become
broader and can no longer be approximated by a Dirac delta, when needed
in analytical works. Secondly, one could easily explain the diﬀerences in
the computed and modeled TDS patterns as simply an inadequacy of the
Born-von Kármán theory at nano-scale. This theory is based on periodic
boundary conditions, which is the same as ignoring the peculiar behavior
of surface atoms due to their relative low number. This is not the case any
more for nanoparticles. Therefore, a theory giving the vibration modes of
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a bounded crystalline structure is needed. One could again substitute the
nanoparticle with a spherical elastically anisotropic body, a case already
studied in the literature and giving results in good agreement with sim-
ulations and experimental measurements [145, 146, 147, 148]. Using the
new vibration laws, the TDS intensity expressions for nanoparticles could
be found starting back from the general expression of TDS intensity in
reciprocal space.
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Appendix A
Analytical definitions of the Fi and Gi
functions in the expressions of hL(L)i
and hL2(L)i of the surface relaxation
model in Chapter 4
We obtained the functions Fi and Gi defined piecewise in a (R;L; ro)
space with 0 6 L 6 2R. The Gi functions are defined in Tables A.1 and
A.2. The Fi functions are defined in the Tables A.3, A.4, A.5, A.6 and
A.7. For the case of F10 we expressed it as F10 = F10a +F10b with F10a =
fR;ro(%)
2 cos2 '+fR;ro(%
0)2 cos2 '0 and F10b =  2fR;ro(%)fR;ro(%0) cos' cos'0.
The functions F31, F51 and F61 make use of the dilogarithm function Li2(x)
[149]. The function <[z] in F51 means the real part of z.
Table A.1: Explicit form of the G1, G2 and G3 functions of Table 4.1.
function L 6= 0 && L 6= R && L 6= 2RL = 0 L = R L = 2R
G1 L
G2 G21 0 93R=160 2R
G3 G31 0 159R=400 2R
Table A.2: Explicit form of the G4 function of Table 4.1.
function 0 6 L < ro ro 6 L < 2R  ro 2R  ro 6 L 6 2R
G4 G41 G42 G43
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Table A.3: Explicit form of the Fi functions, i = 1; 2; :::; 6, of Ta-
ble 4.1. The following auxiliary definitions are used: y1(R) = (16802 +
8663)R2=67200, y2(R) = 2R2=20 + (4802   5951)R2=19200, y3(R) =
(739202 + 302879)R2=4730880.
function L 6= 0 && L 6= R && L 6= 2RL = 0 L = R L = 2R
F1 L
2
F2 F21 0 93R
2=80 8R2
F3 F31 0 y1(R) 4R
2
F4 F41 0 159R
2=200 8R2
F5 F51 0 y2(R) 8R
2
F6 F61 0 y3(R) 4R
2
Table A.4: Explicit form of the F7, F8 and F9 functions of Table 4.1 as
well as of F10a. The following auxiliary definitions are used: w1(R; ro) =
(10R2ro   5Rr2o + r3o)=(15R3), booleanExpression = (ro 6 L < 2R   ro
&& L 6= R  ro && L 6= R). (Part 1 of 2.)
function
0 6 L < ro ro 6 L < 2R  ro
L = 0 0 < L < ro booleanExpression L = R  ro L = R
F7 F71 F72
F8 0 F81 F821 F822 F823
F9 0 F91 F921 F922 F923
F10a w1(R; ro) F10a1 F10a2
Table A.5: Explicit form of the F7, F8 and F9 functions of Table 4.1 as
well as of F10a. (Part 2 of 2.)
function
2R  ro 6 L 6 2R
2R  ro 6 L < 2RL = 2R
F7 F73
F8 F83 8R
F9 F93 8R
F10a F10a3 2
Table A.6: Explicit form of the F10b function. (Part 1 of 2.)
function 0 6 L < ro ro 6 L < 2(R  ro)
F10b F10b1 F10b2
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Table A.7: Explicit form of the F10b function. (Part 2 of 2.)
function 2(R  ro) 6 L < 2R  ro 2R  ro 6 L 6 2R
F10b F10b3 F10b4
The F s and Gs function of the previous tables are defined as follow:
G21 =
3(L2   R2)4 log(1  LR )
4L4(L  2R)2(L+ 4R) + (A.1)
+
7L7 + 24L6R  268L5R2 + 424L4R3   42L3R4   88L2R5 + 12LR6 + 24R7
32L3(L  2R)2(L+ 4R)
G31 =
3
 
L2   R25 log  1  LR 
4L6(L  2R)2(L+ 4R) + (A.2)
+
1
160L5R2(L  2R)(L+ 4R) (10L
10
+ 20L
9
R  33L8R2 + 54L7R3   787L6R4+
+ 426L
5
R
5
+ 382L
4
R
6   260L3R7   250L2R8 + 60LR9 + 60R10)
G41 =
L
 
5L3 + 16L2(R  ro)  30LR(R + ro) + 80R2ro

5ro(L  2R)2(L+ 4R)
(A.3)
G42 =  
ro
 
15L4   5L2(12R2   4Rro + r2o) + r2o(10R2   6Rro + r2o)

5L2(L  2R)2(L+ 4R) (A.4)
G43 =
5L4 + 4L3(R + 4ro) + 34L
2R(ro   R) + 8LR2(R  ro) + 8R3(R  ro)
5L2ro(L+ 4R)
: (A.5)
F21 =
3
 
L2   R24 log  1  LR 
2L3(L  2R)2(L+ 4R) + (A.6)
+
7L6 + 38L5R  192L4R2 + 40L3R3 + 38L2R4   12LR5   12R6
16L2(L  2R)(L+ 4R)
F31 =  
3L5
 
log
 
R
L

log(jR  Lj) + Li2
 
1  RL

2(L  2R)2(L+ 4R) + (A.7)
+
 
R2   L2  5L10 + 41L8R2   67L6R4 + 53L4R6   28L2R8 + 8R10 log   1  LR 
16L7(L  2R)2(L+ 4R) +
  3L
5
 
log2(L)  log2(R)
4(L  2R)2(L+ 4R) +
1
13440L6R2(L  2R)2(L+ 4R) (360L
13
+
+ 21

829 + 80
2

L
11
R
2   24360L10R3   100632L9R4 + 181160L8R5 
  37590L7 + R6   83208L6R7 + 27580L5R8 + 59304L4R9   13440L3R10 
  28000L2R11 + 3360LR12 + 6720R13)
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F41 =
3
 
L2   R25 log   1  LR 
2L5(L  2R)2(L+ 4R) + (A.8)
+
1
80L4R2(L  2R)(L+ 4R) (10L
10
+ 20L
9
R  33L8R2 + 54L7R3   787L6R4+
+ 426L
5
R
5
+ 382L
4
R
6   260L3R7   250L2R8 + 60LR9 + 60R10)
F51 =
1
16L9R2(L  2R)2(L+ 4R) ((L
2   R2)(3L14   2L12R2   92L10R4 + 196L8R6 
(A.9)
  224L6R8 + 169L4R10   77L2R12 + 15R14) log
1  LR
)+
+
3L5
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